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CAVEAT VENDOR
By MElVIN M. BELLI
of the San Francisco and Hollywood

1962

I

Bars

Messrs. William T. Fleet and Samuel P. Semple were partners
in the "business of vending drugs by retail." In compounding .a
rather exotic nostrum 'Of "Snake Root and Peruvian Bark" for their
customer, Hollenkamp, they mistakenly
included in their ?omPOund a third commodity, more erotic than exotic: "Spanish Fhes!"
Hollenkamp sued Messrs. Fleet·]
and Semple for a "permanent
condition"
(as the Court was
later to characterize
his pathalogy, but of which pathology
of "permanent
condition"
the
Court did not further describe,
enlarge upon or otherwise
rep.ort). Such "permanent
condihon", it was alleged, had been
arrived at by his ingesting the
an'hrodisiac "Spanish Flies" when
all Mr. Hollenkamp really bar~ained for was the analegesic
Peruvian Bark and Snake Root."
Anyhow, way back in 1852 in
Fleet and Semple v. Hollenkamp,
5~ Ky. 219, a law report so ancienj as to report within
the
same volume
warranties
and
bills of sale of slaves, the KentUcky Supreme
Court handed
down an opinion as modern as
the concurring opinion of Traynor, Justice, in Escola v. Coca

Oola. 24 Cal. 2d 543, 150 P. 2d
436 (1944), (see also Dalehite v.
U. S., (1953) 346 U. S. 15, dissenting opinion Mr. Justice Jackson), holding druggists Fleet and
Semple absolutely liable for the
untoward effects of the commodities they vended.
Justice Hise for the Court said:

"As applicable to the owners
o,f druqstcres
or persons engaged
in vending
drugs
or
medicines by retail, the Ieqal
maxim should be reversed'. Instead
of caveat
emptor,
it
should be caveat vendor; This
is, to say, let him be certain
that he does not sell to a purchaser, nor send for any purpose, one drug for another, as
arseniC fOIl ccdomel, cantharides fo,r, or mixed with Snrrke
Attorney Melvin BeUi researches a question of law
Root or Peruyian Bark, or even
during a recess in the Cutter Trial
one innocent drug, calculated
to produce a certain effect, in
place of another sent for and
designed to produce a different
effect. H he does these things,
he cannot escape civil responOnce upon a time a. Wise Man approached the king with a palm
sibility, upon the alleged prefull of air. He said to the king: "To] a fool this is nothing: to a
text that it was an accidental
Wise Man it is a statue," And the king, not wanting to appear a
or innocent mistake:
that he fool exclaimed, "Wbat a be'autiful statue!"
had been very careful and parFew questions concerning human society have been asked wi~h
evaluates Anglo-Saxon juristicular, and had used extraorprudence
such persistence as the question "What is law?" Just what d!fdinary diligence in, prep~r~ng
ferentiates laws from orders backed by threats? In the past dISor compounding
the. medfcrne
tinguished
minds have responded with varied answers:
"What
as required, etc. Such excus:s
officials do about disputes ...
is the law itself"-Llewellyn.
"The
eXplains "law" to the young
will not avail him, and he' will
prophecies of what the courts will dOl ••• are what. I mean by the
be liable at the suit of the
attorney
law"-O.
W. Holmes. "Law is an ordinance of reosen f.or the comporties injured. for ~he dammen good ... "-Acquinas.
" ...
law is merely positive morality"
ages at the diseretton
of a. -Austin.
One particular legal itch has persisted through the ages:
jury."
.
Is law dtscovered Or made? Cardinal MeIntyre and Dean Roscoe
Warns CAVEAT VENDOR while
Undoubtedly Gilbert and Sul- Pound are certainly not insensitive to this provocative query.
his opponents in t,he Cutter
livan could 'have set to delightOne of the more effervescent areas in the law involves the incases caution against recklessful music this modern observa- triguing concept of liability without fault. In particular,
in the
ness 'in the law
tion laterly
spoken by Justice arena of Products. Liability intense battles have been fought. Here
Hise "Cave,at Emptor has be- there is little opportunity for "... blind imitation of the past." We
com~ Caveat Vendor today." But have a new problem. Gladiators
Melvin Belli, Scott Conley and
in lieu M such light opera, w_e Edwards Saunders may have terminated
round one, but the coodefend~ the criminal lawyer
may more seriously accept thls test is far fro·m concluded. How appropriately
has an eminent
expression from the learmng of jurist observed that "each opinion and belief lies open to c.riticism
a Judge over a century ago as and attack and is entitled to survive only if it can hold ItS own
being the most noticeable trend in the open combat of ideas. In such combat lies the hope 'Offuture
J
in modern law: "Caveat Vendor." progress." The courts will soon have to make a decision. ~n this
~rnes Francis Cardinal McIntyre It expresses the trend which in fiercely fought contest. 'It is hoped that it will be a decision esov. Edmund G. "Pat" Brown a few years. bids to achieve frui- tablishing rational guide lines for the future.
~~stice Louis Burke
tion that the fabricator of any
Every man has his prize. Louis Nizer has reassured the l<;tw
A~chard M. Nixon
commodity is absolutely respon,; graduate that few other professions afford such scope to realize
S torney General Stanley Mosk
sible tor the "unwholesomeness
the "...
spontaneous energy of one's soul." Another patron of the
uPervisor. Ernest Debs
lor the defects of his product to
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the ultimate
user whether
the
latter is in privity or not.
History
Some 4,000 years ago, more or
less (when we go that far back
the "more or less" doesn't make
too much difference),
the code
of Hammurabi
had
a rather
heroic "caveat vendor." At least
as applied
to. "druggists"
and
those who provided services to
others, there was a complete Iiabillty. The druggist
who compounded a noxious or unwholesome nostrum, causing his patient to suffer or die, had his
pill-rolling fingers cut off. (Even
I, who coined the expression "the
adequate award" and brought it
to full fruition
in the "Cutter
Cases" would
not recommend
such an "absolute liability."
regardless of what some insurance
companies
might say of me).
As man and his law progressed
through
Roman times and the
great Roman law to the latter
centuries
of the common law,
the wheel of social and economic
enforceable
morality,
which
is
law, had completely turned and
caveat emptor had become the
rule of the day: It was a seller's world and neither the vendor nor the King's Bench, nor
the King, for that matter, was
very
m u ch
concerned
with
Drawn especially for Loyola Digest by Bruce Russell of L. A. Times
whether the vendee got Spanish
Flies for Peruvian Bark or not,
rently interpreted
by the United 1153-55_ And, indeed,
the first
or what happened to 'him-"percaveat
manent condition" or no. It was States Supreme Court are, in the' problem in approaching
vendor
for other
commodities
a world of strict and difficult words of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, "almost
absolute
liability
than food is that of privity: In
proofs. Red velvet, glass chandeacts with common
law dam- Winterbottom and Wright. (1842)
liers and roc 0 c 0 architecture
152 Eng. Rep. 402, it was held
culturally
portrayed
this
em- ages.")
The vendee of consumer foods that if A and B 'had a contract to
p loy e r s ' and
manufacturers'
was always treated more protec- repair, and B did not repair, C,
world, Legally, the technicalities
injured as a consequence, could
of the forms of action are de- tively than the user of chattels,
Le., the statute
of Pillory and not sue B because he was "a
scriptive of it
Trumbull,
1266, by which the' stranger
to the contract,"
even
New empires
had
to be
food vendor was absolutely
lia- though C's suit was in tort for
gained, new corpcrcrticns needble, Gottsdanker
v. Cutter, 182 negligence.
Although
C wasn't
ed protection
to thrive
and
C.A. 2d 602, some seven hundred
suing as a privy to a contract,
flourish. new industries could
years later determined it matters
the Victorian
concept of strict
not be harassed by over-zealous
not how one ingests a product, and narrow legal relationships,
protection of human rights: the
whether food by the alimentary
parties and consequences
made
vendor. the fabricator. the corcanal, inhalant, douche, skin ap- it difficult
of concept that
B
porate doer were the favored
plication
or vaccine, if it goes "owed a duty to the public." In
by law. so-e-ccvent emptor.
system and it those early days someone could
But with the latter 20th cen- into the human
tury, the wheel started to come is unwholesome, there is an ab- well have said, "the public be
solute liability.
damned."
(Had he done so he
to full turn, to the absolute
It can be said that in the ma- would have predated
him who
liability of Mr. (his other titles
being omitted because or space) jority of common law juriSdic-1 actually did say this a number
Hammurabi.
Certainly
War k- tions (civil law recognized this of years later.)
conIn any event it wasn't until
man's Compensati-on laws, first much earlier) the ultimate
born in Germany (see the history sumer of a product meant for MacPherson and Buick (217 N. Y.
in READY FOR THE PLAINTIFF. human consumption has a cause 382) brought it into fuller flower
that C could sue in negligence
Chapter 10) and then spread to of action against the fabricator
against B if that which B fabrithis country, were in the philo- if the product is unwholesome,
not de- cated was "reas-onably certain to
sophy of a caveat vendor, at least whether (and generally
for services.
"Risk" was being ciding this) the action is in "neg- place life and limb in peril when
negligently
made."
placed on those who sold, as- ligence" or "worrrmty,"
sembled,
manufactured,
fabriPrivity
MacPherson v. Buick was a
cated, invented and produced the
The "privity gap" is jumped.
tremendously
important
decicommodity, employed the work- The courts have variously
ra- I sion because it at once should
men. (The Jones Act and the tionalized
their ruling,
see 37 I have cut the percentage 'of that
FELA as they are being CUI'- Oregon Law Review, page 119, I group in the expression "the

I

I

public be damned" to "Seventy
per cent of the public
be
damned." Soon after MacPherson v. Buick, third
parties,
strangers
to the transaction,
began suing all sorts of fabricators in negligence
f,oil'their
all kinds of tort. It was the
trend to caveat vendor.
But the other 70"/0 of the
public wanted to sue in warranty, not negligence. And here
is some very simple history
to understand the great dispute
tOctay over warranty:
Most of
the courts say that a cause of
action in warranty
is "contract," therefore there must be
"privity of contract" and C cannot sue B in warranty because
onl'y A and B (the example
above) are "in privity" of contract. These same courts recognize that C may sue A and
B in negligence
for tort because no privity of contract
is now necessary
between
C
and B.
Contract Or Tort?
But
warranty
historically
wasn't
contract.
It stemmed
from tort (see Decker v. Capps.
139 Texas 609, 164 S. W. 2d
828 and Spence v. Three Rivers.
353 Mich. 120, 90 N. W. 2d
873 for this history). So,once
MacPherson v. Buick was decided, C should have been able
to Sue B either in "warranty"
or negligence, since both are
tort and privity of contract is
not necessary!
Likewise, it should be remembered, and this is something
many courts forget today, in a
warranty case scienter or proof
of negligence
is not necessaryThe proof required is simply that
the commodity
was unwholesome, proximate cause, i.e., that
the unwholesomeness of the product caused the wrong, and damages. (As to this confusion of the
Federal
Court in the
cancer
cigarette case which I tried in
the Fifth Circuit, now on appeal,
see 34 Southern Cal. Law Review
399) This is why, in a warranty
case upon adequate
discovery
(~ee Cembrook v. Superior Court.
(1961) 11 Cal. Reporter 225), sufficient facts may be adduced so
that summary judgment on the
liability phase of the suit mav
be achieved. See also Varoni v,
Calarco, 199 N. Y. Supp. 2d 755,
Mix v. Ingersoll, 6 Cal. 2d 674, 59
P. 2d 144, 143 ALR 1421. The onlY
question then remaining for the
jury is the amount of damageS
and. sometimes. proximate cause.
On the interesting
proximate
caUSA question, i.e .. did the unwholesomeness
actually
cause
the condition (and this was the
nrincipal question in the last of
t}11' Cutter cases), see the unusual
situation cases, 'of Simon v. GrClham Bakery, (1955) 111 A. 2d
RR4: Tidlund
v. Seven-Up,
lfi4
C.A. 2d 663, and Simons v. Wicb'
ita Ooca Cola. (1957) 309 P. 2d
633. These cases require
some
f.i.ne fact
distinguishing
and
(Co'ntinued

on Page

11)
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CAVE VENDITOREM
By Scott conley

and Edward

J.

Saunders

(Editor's Note: Mr. Conley and Mr. Saunders are members of the
San Francisco law firm Sedgwick, Detert, Moran and Arnold, which
represented the defense in the famous Cutter Lab cases.)
Beware of the Salesman!
Recent effusions of trial advocates interested in the product liability
damage suit as a means of producing a maximum amount of dollars
huzza that there is gold in the streets of Products Liability, and that
Bre h
ac of Warranty is the name of the vessel which will transport
UsMto thi
that promised land.
e Inks the gentlemen do promote too much. The millennium is
not at hand nor would the active and vocal plaintiff's bar wish it
to be lest it' aboli h its
.
,
s 1 ~ own raison d etre.

~~~~CCfhO~~~k~heInpr:~~~~ ::~:
the harm, there was no warranty
that it would NOT do so - merely a warranty that the cigarettes
sold were as good as the average
cigarette marketed
at the time.
At the time, of course, is the key
phrase;
conceivably
a product
widely manufactured
by many
companies might contain an unsuspected potential of harm. If at
a later date one is injured by potentials such as a side effect of
a drug, the basic issue is going
t b
h th
0
ewe
er or not the product
when sold conformed to the product as generally
manufactured

The basic concept of negligence·'
..
.
land described. If it does and the
has bee
d wil
IS.difficult to demonstrate in many potentiality
of harm
was
t
n, IS an WI 1 be the back- . t
no
bone of the tort injury case: when I'1S ances..
.
. .
reasonably foreseeable, the result
the wheel: comes off the vehicle or
The plaintiffs'
assoclatI?nS, ?f· of litigation is going to be most
the splinter of glass menaces from Col~eges of Legal Eva~gellsts, in unhappy
fro m the claimant's
the bite of bread there is ne l'_ their search for a vaccme 100 per standpoint.
Privity
gence in the producing of the g 1_ cent effective against the dread
The
glib
salesmen
of absolute
!icle, and the seller should not disease of defendants'
verdicts,
Just beware, he should pay
ff would have us overlook the fact liability via warranty also neglif~r if he doesn't, a jury will m~k~ that no~ions of absol':lte liability gently fail to' warn of another toestubber;
the privity doctrine is
hun pay.
are foreign to the baSIC warranty
concept. What the trier of fact not quite such a dead duck as adb ~he lawyer who is too lazy to must decide in a warranty
case, vertised. Even in California it is
uild his case on negligence
_ as in a negligence case, is wheth- judicially abolished only in food
or wh o.'IS unable to find any negli- er or not the standards
of the and drug cases and in the vast
majority
of the remammg
50
f~~ce (as three juries couldn't in reasonably prudent manufacturer
n t Cutter polio cases) - should have been met. If they have, there states it remains as a bar to' the
remote consumer in all cases. The
o~ be urged to rely upon breach is no more liability in warranty
Uniform Sales Act, codified in most
si warranty
to supply the omis-I that there is in negligence.
states, establishes
a remedy for
on. The law doesn't yet equate
warranty
and
bsolut
Ii bi li
CIgarette-Cancer
Cases
breach of implied warranty
only
alth
a so u e ia 1 ity
a ough there are those who hav~
To t~anslate this i.nt~ .terms of in favor of a "buyer" and even
. vested interest
in selling the the biz products
Iiabi lity case, the revised Uniform Commercial
Idea that it does.
let's take a look at the "cigaretteCode would go no further than to
What Is Warranty?
lung cancer" litigation now going adopt the doctrine of the "famic Th~ heart of the warranty con- on in various courts of the coun- ly buyer."
ept IS so simple that it is hard trv. In most of these cases very
The lawyer should beware, then,
!O grasp. Basically it means only sub-stantial medical testimony has
hat the buyer is entitled to get been nroduced to the effect that of too hasty adoption of breach
as a holiday from
What he ordered: the English case
plaintiff's
cancer was caused by of warranty
the hard labor of proving a negliof the 19th Century state tha~ car~inogenic
subs~ances
in the
gence case. Contrary to the claims
~here one is delivered barley in- mam stream of CIgarette to?acea~ of the oats he asked for co smoke. Nevertheless,
no jury of those who have a real moneOr sIsal instead of hemp he h ' yet has awarded one cent of dam- tary interest in selling it as an
a cause of action against
t~! ages to any such plaintiff despite absolute liability gimmick to the
iudiciary
and to other lawyers,
seller on that account. This caus
the urging of the more vocal plainthe cause of action is not for you
Of action is not based u on mis~ tiff's
attorneys
that
a breac~
if your client has no contractual
~e?resentations
or fraud p or any- of warranty
of "wholesomeness
relationshi~
with the seller, as
hlJ~g else, excepting
the single exists where the product is so
such a contractual relationship is
~otJon that one who asks for oats demonstrated
to have c a use d
the basis of liability: or if you can
IS entitled to get oats
.
harm. In Green vs. Ame~ican Toorove
pothing beyond the fact that
T'"
.
I baceo. for .exa~ple,
the jury fo~nd
lealhIs IS' plam enough: but the that the smokmg of the partIcu- the product caused the harm for
the essential question is still one
Oat question
is: what kind of IlIar brand
of cigarettes
was a
bu s? .The answer
is that the proximate cause of the develop- of reasonableness.
oaier. IS not entitled to the best ment of lung cancer, but neverWe in modern television Amerkin~ In the world, or a certain I theless ..found under special in- ica _are well accustomed
to the
Pas: but merely whatever is terrogatory from the Court that salesman's
pitch. We know as
tixnSIng the market place at that I there was no way whereby the well that its evaluation
requires
has e as oats. If he gets that, he tobacco comoany could prior to an independent
appraisal of the
thereg?t what was warranted
and February 1, 1956, by the reaso~- oroduct in the light oJ the requirelant IS no breach of implied war- able application
of human skill ments of the individual
and the
of y ?pon which to base a cause and foresight have known that public. In fine, cum grano salis.
li9:Cbon.
"The purchaser has a ts customers were dangered by
Qns~ to expect a saleable article -----------_:_----------------

I

COntering the description
any ract" but he cannot
xnore.

in the
expect

l11e~~~h. a concept arising
from
Of th nhle dealings of the London
adapte 19th Century is really ill
funcred to perform the advertised
verdi I~n. of producing a big jury
relaUc In an injury case; it is a
a co:te concept and arises out of
ractuar relationship
which
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THE LARGE WORDS

When 'One talks of hereditaments. misprisions and indentures,
Of chattels and of mortgages, of choses and debentures,
Of assumpsit, debt and covenant, of trespass and attainders,
Of writs of habeas corpus, of reversions and remainders,
Of attaching and conveyancing, of signing and endorsing,
Of femes, both sole and eovert, separating and divorcing,
Of words of twenty letters, which you'd think would break
his jaw,
You will then know that the fellow has just begun to study law.

Faculty Committee
Sees Successful
"I nt ern II Program
By Professor Uoyd Tevis
In the last issue of the Loyola
Digest, Judge Mclntyre Faries had
some very useful suggestions for
law students. He made the point
that a working knowledge of the
routine of court and law office
would be of great value to law
students.
With this I heartily
agree so long as the acquaintance
is not made at the expense of
school work.
In order to give qualified students an opportunity
to learn
from doing (and without the
usual risk of neglect of studies),
Dean Dibble appointed a committee to inaugurate an internship program at Loyola. As presently operating, this is a program of summer work in law
offices for students who have
completed
their second year.
Because of employer insistence
on "good students:'
it has decided to limit participation
to
students in the uooer half of
the class.
- ..
Because night division students
usually are employed on a full
time basis, it was decided that no
special effort would be directed
towards their participation
in the
program. I might say, however,
that whenever possible I am urging night division students
to
seek employment in law-related
occupations so as to achieve the
objectives of t'he internship program.
The program was begun on a
limited scale last summer.
Although limited, I believe it was a
success. Law firms were contacted
to solicit their cooperation in this
program. All that could reasonably
be asked was that the firm interview a student for summer employment. We could not ask for a
commitment
in advance to give
employment. Not all students who
were interviewed were hired. Those
who were employed received, I
think, exposure to a variety of
problems which convinced them
that their work in law sc'hool is
not "just theory" and unrelated
to the workaday world. Furthermore, the employing firms have
shown a continuing
interest in
the employment of "interns."
Although summer employment
is no guarantee of a later as'sociation with the employing firm,
nevertheless
bo,th the student
and the law firm are able to
look over one ano·ther to see if
a future relations,hip would be
desirable. We hope that in a
number of cases the attraction
will be mutual.
Again this year the work of
contacting
law offices goes on.
Students are being sent for inter(continued

on Page
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Blackstone's Commentaries
That grim fellow Time is on the march, nor has he desisted therefrom, since he first started out on this planet, stepping off the hours
with the staccato tread of finality .... Today there is a touch of
solemnity in the rhythm of the march, as it moves along with the
embellishments of academic achievement .... Regalia glowing with
the royal purple of the Law, gowns of somber hue, hoods reflecting
Loyola's Crimson and Gray, and tasseled mortarboards, proclaim this
Pageant of Victory .... Nor should it be otherwise, for it marks the
bringing to rich fulfiJ.lment the high ambition of ardent youth
.
The "survival of the fightest" in the struggle for the mastery
.
This day records the hour of triumph .... The morrow opens wide
the portals of a new era....
"Looking Backward" confirms the
success formula that gave glowing reality to this day of accomplishment .... "Looking Forward", the same proven formula, unchanged and enduring, is the warranty of a glowing scroll recording
a career of high professional service ... , Not unlike TOM LESAGE,
'37, who looks back on twenty-five years of the kind of service we
are talking about and proud to record .... He's been in general
practice in Pasadena and daily embellishing his achievement scroll
... The second generation of the "House of LeSage" in the person of
son Michael, is enrolled at the School and reflecting many of the
attributes that made his father a standout .... The Mendelian Law
Editor Garcia and Richard Collins interview gubernatorial
is likewise proving its validity in the case of the "HOUSE OF
candidate
Richard Nixon at Loyola UniverSity
COLLINS" .... Father and Son, James Senior, '34, sets the pattern
and pace for the nobler type of Spring Street advocates, to everyone's
contentment, most of all the client's ... : and when that's doable
and done, you're on the highroad to greatness ....
The Junior '61.
of the "House" is doing a bang-up job for the County Counsel, in
By Richard COllins
the most dignified practice of law in County" government .... And
"Do you feel that the law as it presently stands in California.
the Collins scion is adding even more dignity to it ... JOHN GAL·
needs either stronger support or implementation?"
Reporters of the LAGHER. '60, a top ten percenter, academically that is, is associated
LOYOLA DIGEST asked this question of Richard M. Nixon at an with Nossaman, Thompson, Waters and Moss .... This firm finally
exclusive interview after his recent speech at Paul Revere Junior found suitable quarters and is permanently located at the WilshireHigh School in Pacific Palisades on May 22, 1962.
Grand Building, just where Wilshire starts its long haughty trek
•
to the upper reaches of the aristocratic Hill Country....
A formal
leges to. those individuals who announcement tells the professional populace of this bailiwick that
Mr. NiXlon emphatically
stathave refused to testify before FRANK GRAY '42, and BOB MADDOX '49, are really up .among 'ern
ed that the legal umbrella
in
Senate Sub-Committee hearings in Beverly Hills and are elegantly established in the 'penthouse' (5th
the area of criminal law either
by reason of having invoked the Floor) at 9025 Wilshire .... This team of PAD's par excellence, can
needs repairing,
or a strong
privilege against self-incrimina- be depended upon to always perform in the grand manner .... JIM
hcmd to hold it.
tion. The same result would fol- McCARTHY '60, continues to be given tough assignments and has
He indicated that our crime low in the case of persons who yet to turn in a second-rate performance .... All of which is highly
rate is up 20% and that there is have refused to register with the comulimentary all around, not slurring over the discernment of
an immediate need to stand be- Attorney General. Not only would the Loyola trained technicians of the firm HUGH ROTCHFORD, '25,
hind local authorities and to lib- such persons be prohibited from OTTO KAUS ' '49,an d BILL TUCKER , '53 . . . . Due somew h a t to
erally construe the laws as they making speeches. but, in addi- nnmi
. itirve me th a dso f coun tiing b a IIat s, th e resu Itso f th e recen t electi
e ec 10n
now stand in the light most fa- tion, they would be denied teach- (Tune
5) ar e not f u II.y accoun t ed fa r. . . . ThiIS, 0 f course, doesn 't
.
vorable to our peace officers who ing privileges in our schools.
rna k e f or peace an d t ranqui ilitv
I y Iif you h appen t 0 b e a cont es t an t ....
must work within an exacting
However. RAY ROBERTS, '41, Court Commissioner, who threw hiS
framework of case law in order
The over-all tenor of Mr. Nix- non-partisan sombrero into the ring, led the fifteen contenders tor
that evidence obtained be deemed on's observations would lead to this open office by such a wide margin, the only question is, who'll
admissible.
the assumption that if he is -be his competitor in the November run-off .... Roberts' professional
With reference to the ever- elected to the office of Governor. mien, his know-how, and judicial experience, equip him to fill this
present narcotics problem, Mr. he will not 'adopt the use of Court spot with distinction .... CHARLIE RONAN, '39, who is about
Nixon spoke of using the death "slap the hand" penalties but to complete his term of office as County Attorney of Maricopa County,
.. IS a can did
penalty, if necessary, as a de- will cause those who break the Ph cerux,
1 a t e t 0 succee d hiimse If as Chi
ie f Iaw en forceterrent in curbing this malig- law to stand up and "face the ment officer of Arizona's most populous county .... His record, his
nancy that has grown to such music."
nroven ability, his personality should contribute to make the coming
proportions in recent years in
Gubernatorial candidate Nixon election a mild form cf political formality .... Charlie is a devoted
this state. He alluded to the fact emphasized the importance of citizen, with a keen sense of duty, and determined to make anythat it was the Republican cau- the State of Calffornia, stating thing charged to his responsibility, a whole lot better for being
cus under the. present adminis- that we are moving toward being so charged .... A family of nine is a source of honest pride to him
tration that promoted the most number one in the nation in and performs no little part in making his valiant wife Arizona'S
recent legislation in combating every field. We are an aggres- Catholic Mother of the Year (1961) ...
STEVE WILLIAMS, '50,
narcotics.
sive, fast-moving state and we piling up a rich variety of legal experience, as Deputy District Atmust have leaders who have the
.
In the field of subversion, the ability to cope with large-scale torney of San Bernardino County and later as Court Commissioner,
gubernatorial can did ate said progress and the foresight to an. was daily becoming more and more qualified to become an honor
that he would promote and en- ticipate large-scale problems.
to the bench .... in fact, he was on the open highway leading to
force loyalty oath legislation. Mr.
Nixon is of the opinion that it
this honor when he made a detour and landed in private practice ....
is fair to ask those who are
HEALTH INSURANCE
And he likes it .... JOHN L. ROBERTS, '43, made his decennial visit
patently
working
for the state
Every Swedish citizen of 16 to the Grand Avenue Maison a short time ago, breathing the opulence
to swear that they are not secret- years and older is a member of an d cont en t men t 0f t-he rura 1 1awyer wh 0 uses f reeways on1y to
ly WOrking in opposition
to it the country's compulsory health hurry back to the groves and orchards of Riverside County .... He
. . . this in the interest of supI
insurance program. This covers reports that GENE THERIEAU. is adding dignity and prestige to
pression of communist
inf uence most of the doctor's fees, hospital
.
in California
School Systems_
treatment, and cost of drugs. A the MU~icipal ~ourt at Palm Springs, and continuin~. cool and unHe would also deny the oppor- small daily tax-free allowance is ruffled In all circumstances .... He was the same thirty years ago,
tunity to speak in California col- t given during the period of illness. I when he was adjusting claims for Hartford .... Time is on the MarcIl·

Digest Interviews Nixon
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Pc;rge Five

GOVERNOR BROWN DISCUSSESIInexcusable Delay-

LEGISLATI~~~b,,~~~~INTMENTS~;;IC~~~;';';;~;~:!
o;:n~~;~;'
':~
I

and Casualty Co. vs. Brown. 197
Taking time out from his crowded calendar,
Governor Brown ACA 633 October 1961, upheld the
spoke with members of the DIGEST staff during one of his recent decision' of a trial court that an
visits to Los Angeles.
inexcusable delay of nine months
The C:;ov~r~or was .particularly .enthusiastic about th~ large num·. by the insured in notifying the
?er 'Of JudiCial appomtments
WhICh he' has made during his term' 1 insurer of an accident, relieved the
In office. He especially
cited his appointment
of Loyola faculty
insurer of its obligation under the
~ember, Otto M. Kaus, and William H. Levit to the Los Angeles I policy.
COunty Superior Court. Mr. Levit is a Republican and the present
The insured, a used car dealer
Vice-Chairman
of the State Bare
who had loaned out the automoInsurance
Committee. The Gov- out the necessity of effectively
bile involved, was notified one
ernor stated that he considered
dealing with those delinquents
month after the accident occurred,
judicial appointments
to be one
that the Department of Youth
he inspected the car, saw that it
of the most important
and Iar.Authority is attempting
to reo was a total loss, and made no
l'~aching
duties
of his office
habilitate.
In the last
few
attempt to find out if there was
Since a strong judiciary
is the
years.
the
Youth
T'raining
any injury in the accident.
Two
bulwark of strong State governSchool. south o.f Onterto, with
months after that, the insured got
ment.
the initial capacity of 400 was
a letter from Brown's attorneys
Governor Brown commented
opened. as was a new Ventura
advising him of the accident and
t ur th er upon various pro "rams
Schcol for "l·rls. The Governor
of Brown's injuries. hIt
The insured
f
of h
also
stressed
tha.t
wards
comdid
nothing
about
tee
ter
is administration
which
h ti or
h ave been ilicorpo'rated
mitted by erimincd courts have
another six months at whicd ime
into
re cent state legislation. In 1960.
been accepted immediately into
he received a summons
an com-d
'tt
th e Special Study Commission
mstttutions
wifhout
wcdtincr"'. plaint from Brown s a orneys an
on 1'1 arcotics was created by
Ion"'" periods in J·ails. as was
sent it to the Insurer.
Executive Order to study the
necessary in past years.
The policy contained a proadequacy of the exisfinrr law.
vision requiring notice by the
F
'"
The Governor expressed regret
id
ithi
. rOm this study. the 1961 leg.
that
he could not discuss the
insured of any accI ent WI 10
~s~ation was passed. imposing
many other legislative programs
a "practicable" time period.
tlfter penalties
for· peddlers
that his administration
has sponThe court felt that the Inand a. new rehabilitation
pro.
sored, but the duties of his office
surer was 'prejudiced by the degram fo'r addicts. Additional
precluded such a lengthy inter'j
lay in that it lost opportunity
~eg~Slation is needed. though.
view.
of questioning a witness who
en
t~e final report of the
ommlttee included a recommendation f,o,rnew federal laws
for closer regulation
of inter.
state commerce in the danger.
ous drugs and new laws to
C?ntrol their sale and posses.
slon in California. As a result
~f thi~ special study. a state
arcotlc detention
and treat.
ment facility under the Dfrec~r of Corrections was. acquired. '
b ere. the program
will em.
rac~ treatment. psychological.
PhYSIological. vocational
and
edUcational therapy, and long.
range .post.release
supervision
and rehabilitation.

I

I

!7

!7

I

the car was being driven by a
person not covered under the
policy. The court further found
prejudice in the fact that the
insurer was deprived of an epportunity to settle the case. 11Ie
law favors prompt and diligent
settlements whenever there is a
reasonable opportunity to get
them.
Generally, failure to give the
notice required in an auto policy
is not fatal to recovery thereunder
unless the insurer has been prejudiced. Public policy is against a
strict construction of this part of
the insuring agreement. The issue
of prejudice is within the com.
petence of the trier of fact, although in the case of inexcusable
delay the law presumes that prejudice did occur and the insured
carries the burden of rebutting
that presumption. In this case the
court found t'hat there was sufficient evidence to support the
finding of fact by the jury and
coverage was denied .
In Frank Epple v. State. 112
Tex Crim 612, 18 SW (2) 625 the
Texas court took judicial notice
of the existence of Santa Claus.

lh One of the important
tasks
t at the, Governor
has under.
l!k.en ~ith the 'support of recent
glslatlOn,
is his delinquency
f~'eve.ntion program.
Under this
-POInt
program , the Governor
eXPI
.
d . aIned that the prevention
of
t ellnquency
is preferred
to at·
t~~Pting rehabilitation
in insti·
f Ions. Among
the suggestions
v~r ~ugmenting
this goal of pre·
C ntlon, the Governor's advisory
reornrnittee. on Children and Youth
YOC~mm~nded that more jobs for
ic ths, 1mproved probation servo
ch~~dand earlier identification
01
ti I ren with problems be inves.
e;~ted.
It will take years to
pr a Uate the, changes
that this
G~grarn has proposed,
but the
ab vernor ex pre sse d optimism
OUt the results of the changes.
q BeSides preventingdeIin·
Uency. the Governor pointed

I

Governor Brown discusses judiCial appOintments with Carolyn FrIan
and Robert Ridley whUe Humberto Garcia looks on
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law And The Federal Tart IClaims Act
By Roscoe Pound, Dean Emeritus! Harvard Law School

(Editor's Note: The Editors of the DIGEST invited Dean Pound
to comment upon the age-old query, "What is law?"
The Dean
was most generous in responding and answering this question in
the light of the current problem area of the Federal Tort Claims
Act. As Dean Pound stated in a letter to t'he DIGEST: "I have
written some 900 words on a problem raised by recent decisions
of the Federal Tort Claims Act which undoubtedly will eventually
'have to be determined in the Supreme Court of the United States.
It raises a crucial question in the law of what is coming to be
called "strict liability" and is in the right line of the course of
decision today.)
• _

I

The lawyer likes to start from the case by procuring a writ reauthority. But I fear that the au- citing a forcible wrong in breach
thority from which he lays down of the peace.
or expounds the law is the law
As administration
of justice
of the time and place assumed
was thought of as reparation
to be the law of all time and 'of wrongs, and it was a maxim
place. Moreover, there is the best
that the king, the fountain of
of authority for holding that law
justice, could do no wrong, it
is reason: Reason applied to time
followed t.hat the government
and place and to the events of
was not legally liable for wrongs
time and place and their relation
done or injuries inflicted by pub.
to each other. "For reason," says
lic officials, agencies, or em.
Coke, the oracle of our law, "is
ployees in the course of their
the life of the law, nay t'he comoffice or service.
mon law itself is nothing else but
Grave injustices came to result
reason."
But perhaps we must from this situation
and it bedistinguish law and laws, the law came the everyday practice for
cmd a law. A law is a rule of anyone
who suffered
injury
policing. It proceeds from author- through fault or negligence of an
ity and has political
or estab- agent or employee of the federal
li.shed power behind it. The law government to apply to Congress
is a body of principles of justice, for relief. The number of bills inproceeding from reason and hav- troduced accordingly, the pressure
ing ~h~ .sense of ri~ht and .justi~
upon individual members of Conof CIVIlIzed m?Dkmd behmd It. gress to introduce and urge them,
yve say a law IS mad~. The law and the interference with the priIS f~und.
However, It must be mary and legitimate work of legisadmitted
that the !poverty IOf lation which investigation
and
English speech ~a~es
it seem hearing of the claims presented
plausible that principles of the by t'hem required, became a serilaw are la~s and so to be thought ous interference with the primary
of a~d appliedas rules r~the~ than and legitimate
work of legislastartmg pomts for appllcation
of tion. Accordingly in 1946 the Fedreason to acts _and events.
But eral Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C. §§
!his much confuses what we. say 1346 and 2671) provided that: '"The
m the books about the adminisdistrict courts shall haveexclutration of justice, ~~king i~ .ap- sive jurisdiction
of civil actions
pear at most a glorified pol icing. on claims
against
the United
The goddess of justi.ce, holding States, for money damages,
for
the scales and ~w?rd IS a' symbol perscnal injury or death caused
of treatment ~f mJurr ml!-ch more by the negligence or wrongful act
than the policeman s billy,
or omission of any employee of
Policing and administration
of the Government while acting withjustice are distinct functions. But in the scope of his office or emin the local village community
ployment,
under
circumstances
society of t'he beginnings
they where the United States, if a priwere not distinct. The king was vate person, would be liable to the
the repository of political power claimant in accordance with the
of which policing was the chief law of the place where the act or
activity. The king's peace main- omission occurred." It adds: "The
tained the social and political United States shall be liable, reorder. Breaches of the peace were speetinq
the provisions
of this
offenses against
the peace and title relating to tort claims, in the
dignity of the king. When in the same manner and to the same ex-.
development of civilization justice tent as a private individual under
had to be administered
as well as the circumstances."
public order maintained,
an inInterpretation
and application
justice was likened to an affray. of these provisions were the subThe king's writ as the foundation
ject of illuminating
discussions
of an adjudication
recited
an by Mr. Justice Jackson (Feres v.
attack with swords, knives and U.S.. 340 US 135, 1950) and Mr.
staves against t'he peace and dig- Justice Frankfurter
(Indian Townity of the king, and down to the ing Co. v. U.S.. 350 US 61, 1955).
present century there were still A crucial point is now raised in a
English-speaking
jurisdictions
in case recently decided by t'he Diswhich one who sought a judgment
trict Court for the Northern Disfor breach of a simple contract trict of Alabama.
(Lawrence v.
brought an action of trespass on
(Continued
on Page 12)
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Students Frank G. King (left) and Douglas Martin discuss the contents of an article for the LOYOLA DIGEST with Cardinal McIntyre

CARDINAL MciNTYRE TID WR~TE FOR DIGEST
By Douglas Martin
What is law? What is the place of natural law in our legal system?
These problems, which have perplexed
lawmakers
for centuries,
will be featured in a forthcoming issue of the 'DIG;EST'. James Frances
McIntyre, Cardinal Archbishop of Los Angeles, will lend his insight
to the legal profession as he analyzes and answers these questions.
He states that the natural law
is the basic and universal law;
it is conformity of social order
to the order of nature in. man.
This order of nature is not a
fluctuating quantity, but a permanent and perdu ring element
in man and in nature. If a law
is not in conformity with natural law, it is not good law.

0-----------------------------I ral law to Anglo-American
jurisand to learn some of the
problems of the lack of accomI modation of social conduct to the
order of man, don't miss the next
issue of the DIGEST, wherein
Cardinal
McIntyre
answers
the
question "What is law?"

I prudence

LEGAL DATA

Blackstone
In a recent interview, the Car•••
.Iinal drew on two excellent illustrations to support his positton.]
Imp 0 r tan t notice! Th~ ma.i1
His first authority
was the de- I ro~te from M.ecca to Zanzibar IS
finition of natural
law g i v e n reha~le. Zanzibar is east of Tancenturies ago, wherein Blackstone ganyika.
stated:
The Constitution of Oxford Uni"The law of nature, being coeval with mankind and dictated versity still has a law which
shall carry
by God, Himself, is, of course, su- reads: "No student
the
perior in obligation to any other bows and arrows through
(law). It is binding over all the streets of the town."
globe in all countries, and at all
Michigan law reads: "An act to
times; no human laws 'are ofany
validity if contrary to this (the provide for the lawful taking of
natural law); and such of them suckers, mullet, dogfish, and law(human laws) as are valid derive yers from the waters of the Sturall their force and all their author- geon River." Act 239, Michigan
Laws, 1907.
ity, mediately
or immediately,
from this original (natural law)."
Hollywood, Calif., law has an
Space Flight
ordinance
forbidding
droves of
Scott Carpenter's
flight fur- .r more than two thousand
sheep
nished the second example of to be driven down Hollywood Bouthe nature of the natural law.
levard at anyone time.
As the Cardinal stated: "Man
in space is not creating new
A federal law provides "that no
laws but merely pulling away
sponges ...
shall be landed at
the curtain of the natural law."
any port in the United States of
How closely this parallels
the
a smaller size than four inches in
statement
of Dr. M. Scott Cardiameter."
penter, father of Scott Carpenter, who, in commenting on his
A Kansas law still on the bookS
son's historic flight, stated: "I
reads: "When two trains approach
feel proud that Scott is able to ,each other at a crossing, they
contribute in the search for the
shall both come to a full stop, and
natural law."
neither shall start up until the
To see the relation of the natu- other has gone."
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LETTER TO THE LOYOLA

LAW GRADUATE

bom louis Nizer
It has been the tradition of addresses to graduating
law students that they be couched in
terms of inspiration. The speaker
does not deign to touch his feet
?n practical ground; he soars high
into the lofty regions of the law's
ideals, and he speaks of the noble
motivations which will guide you
henceforth_
_But there are several assumptions underJying such inspirational talks which I think might be
examined more closely. The first
assumption
is that you h a v e
finished your law studies. I regret
to say that this is not so. In Coke's
day there were 5,000 cases which
provided precedent. In Lord Mans·
field's day the r e w.ere 10,000
cases: you have two million cases
With which. at one time or enother. you are to have familiarity.
You have an enormous body of
statutes growing at an alarming
rate: You have law journals, adv.a~ce sheets, law reviews, practIclllg law institute
courses and
many other sources for keeping
abreast of the law.
No, you have not finished
yOur law studies: you have bare·
ly begun them - unless you are
to be one of those whom Dr.
Nicholas Murray Butler 0 n e e
described as dying at 30 and
being buried at 70.
There is another
assumption
Un~erlying the inspirational
graduatIon address, and that is that
Y.ou now stand ready to enter the
lIsts of battle and that all you
need is a final exhortation
to
go out and do mightily. Again,
I regret to say that this isn't true.
?ne of the most beautiful sights
III the world is that of a law gradU~te in cap and gown with his
dIPloma in his hand. But when
think of the iron and steel of
Intellectual
combat in the legal
profeSSion, I am afraid that your
~aper diplomag are frail weapons
Indeed.
. You are seniors this year but,
~n truth, you are freshmen enterIng a new university. The walls
of this university
are invisible
and the campus is everywhere
You tread. The teachers of this
university are not an identifiable
foster. They are your law as~ociates, you r adversaries,
the
~Udges, the clients, the witnesses,
IOllletimes your youngest
clerk.
ndeed, they are all the people
You meet, even in your social
~ontacts, and everything that you
Iead and do. For what you have
Iearned in the law school is mere~ a technique - a methodology.
t ot Until you have been subjected
t? the stimuli of human motiva~~~. in all its complex forms; not
w .Il you have gained insights
hlch sharpen
your perception

!

and your judgment, will you be Ifor research, does not come back.
qualified to be the greatest of all with the report that there is no
practitioners,
the legal adviser. authority. He has sought out the
We wish you to become sue- remotest
substitute
authorities,
cessful lawyers to gain the law review articles and English
esteem of your associates at the cases. He has searched the legisBar, the respect of the Judiciary,
lative intention
by looking up
the confidence of your clients and Committee reports.
the appreciation of the communiHe is the young man who, if
ty which you will serve. For this you send him out to try a simple
reason, I shall advert to some of Municipal Court case, comes into
the courses which you will take court with three memoranda
of
in the new university which you law for each anticipated question
enter. While I do not abjure any of evidence w h i c h may arise,
inspiration you may receive from guiding the judge by his research.
these words, they are designed to
He is the young man who, if
be of practical aid in your profes- a fact must be established
and
sional life. The courses I shall the witness who can supply it
outline are not taught in any law is hostile to your client and will
school. With profound apology to not come to court, visits him at
your professors, I must say that his home, using all of his charm
they are at least as valuable as and persuasion
upon him, while
any you have taken in the law he brandishes
a subpoena under
school.
his nose; for Justice never walks
Industry One
into the court room, it must be
The first course is called In- dragged in by the heels.
dustry One. I do not refer to "inI regret that it was a doctor,
dustry" in the objective sense; I rather than a lawyer, who exam talking about your industry, pressed this point most eloquently.
your effort. "The world belongs Sir William Osler put it this way:
to the energetic", said Emerson.
"There is an old folk lore
I do not know whether the world
legend that there is some mysdoes, but I am sure the legal
tic word which will open barred
profession does. It is the keystone
gates. There is, in fact. such a
of your success.
mystic. word. It is the open
All of us have certain capacities.
sesame
of every portal. The
We are told that they are de-great
equalizer
in the world,
termined
at birth by our genes
the t rue
philosopher's
stone.
and chromosomes. But is has been
which transmutes
all the baser
suggested that we do not exploit
metal of humanity
into gold.
more than 20 or 25 per cent of The stupid man it will make
our capacity.
That which disbright: the bright. brilliant, and
tinguishes the brilliant man from
the brilliant.
steady. With the
the average man very often is a mystic word all thingS nre pesgreater exploitation
of capacity .. sible. And the mystic word is
It is simply
a case of mining
'work:"
more deeply to bring up the ore.
Benjamin Franklin put it more
I have seen young
lawyers tersely: "Never was one glorious,"
come from the law schools' into he said, "who was not also Ialaw offices. Most of them fall borius."
by the wayside. Some attain mere
.
Client Psychology
adequacy, and are lodged in their
There is another course in the
little office cubicles. A few grow new university you are entering
steadily,
become
partners
and to which I would like to advert.
achieve great distinction in their. It is called Client Psychology. The
professional lives. What is it that most important point in winning
separates the few from the many? your client's confidence is your
Is it greater brilliance? Very often, integrity, your scrupulous adhernot. Indeed, I have observed that ence to e t h i c s, and your high
the brilliant man sometimes relies principles under stressful circumupon his brilliance,
becomes in- stances. I would not be as predolent, and is quickly
out-dis- sumptuous as to give you a preachtanced.
ment on this subject, for. you
The explanation
is that the
are taking oaths to comply with
successful lawyer has a burn.
the highest
standards
of our
in.g zeal and enthusiasm for the
honored calling, and of course,
law. They drive him on to ex.
you will be as good as your word
traordinary
effort. They blind
and your oath.
him to the clock. He works at
The reason that I discuss the
all hours of the day and night.
matter at all is because it falls
because it is not work to him.
under the category of a lawyer's
Nothing is w 0 r k unless you
equipment
and this approacj, is
would rather be doing something
frequently
overlooked
and, cerelse.
tainly,
not sufficiently
emphaHe is the young man who, sized. You cannot be a successful
when you give him a problem lawyer unless you practice law

in accordance
with the highest
principles. Scrupulous ethics are
a practical
weapon
in
your
armor. The test comes early. In
his desperation,
the client expects you to misrepresent
something to your adversary, or to the
court. He wishes to destroy a document which he thinks injures
him. This is the time for you to
assert yourself vigorously. Put it
to your client on practical terms.
You will not permit him to entrap
himself.
Eve r y cause has it
strength and its weaknesses, and
you will win his cause because
the strength
predominates,
but
you will not permit him to dishonor himself, nor will you dishonor yourself. Even if you lose
the case, this client may return
to you, for he knows your standard of integrity which will be a
protection for him when he entrusts all his wordly possessions,
perhaps even after death, to your
hands. On the other hand, even
if you were to win the cause by
some dishonest
device, he may
fear to return to you because, having at first hand witnessed your
compromise with honor, he is never
sure that you will not betray him.
Courage
There is another course in the
new university
which you enter
that is called Courage.
From the first moment that you
leave law school and try to obtain a clerk's position in a law
office, and find that months go
by and you can not
even be
placed - you need courage. .Do
not permit these early hardships
to undermine
you; we have all
gone through these difficult periods of getting started. The law IS
a jealous mistress and she does
not take lovers to her side lightly.
You may be sure that as time
goes by, these dark hours will
recede into the background
and
hardly be remembered.
The practice of the law is in
many aspects the waging of war
and, like any other war, it cannot be won without courage. There
are defeats, but you must turn
them into victories. Battles are
lost, but you must persist until
the war is won. If you become
panicky and lose heart, you will
lose all, when the prize might be
within reach.
Does anything I have said to
you dishearten you? I hope not.
In the first place, do not be
discouraged by the high stand·
ards. Remember that, in these
new courses, 70 entitles you to
an "AU. None of us achieves perfection. I have merely pointed
to the stars to chart your rout.e.
Furthermore. I think you should
derive great solace from the fact
(Continued

on Page

8)
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legal Scholars SITTING DOWN FOR YOUR RIGHT'S~
To Teach law At Constitutiona! Problems Re: Negro Sit-Ins
.U'C'S Boalt Hall

June,

1962

By Humberto Garcia

An interesting and perplexing legal phenomenon is occurring on the American scene: people are
sitting down for their rights.
Negro demonstrators have visited public restaurants that refuse service
to Negro patrons.
The demonstrators
refuse to abandon the counter seats upon refusal of service.
Berkeley Two outstanding
The "nice" question that
legal scholars will serve as visit- The proprietor may then invoke the trespass statute in the jurisdiction.
ing professors for the 1962 sum- arises is, "Whether judicial enforcement of the state trespass laws, upon the complaint of the prois prohibited
state action
mer session at the University of prietor of a public restaurant and for reasons of racial discrimination.'
That Amendment
provides t'hat no state
California School of Law (Boalt within the meaning and scope of the 14th Amendment."
shall deprive any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws. In English that
Hall) in Berkeley.
by any state.
It is the existence of
Professor John Dawson of Har- means that the U.S. Constitution prohibits racial discrimination
"State Action" which is the threshold problem. In undertaking
the "sit-in" issue, the courts will
vard University will teach restituPrior attempts to give meaning to the amorphous concept of "State
tion. Professor Kenneth C. Davis receive little 'help from precedent.
of the University of Chicago will Action" have not involved the challenging intricacies of the "sit-in" demonstrations.
Precedent Inadequate
• ---------------teach administrative
law.
. The Civil Rights Cases of 18831 from discriminatory state action. Colum: L. Rev. 1083, ll15-18. 1960)_
From the Boalt Hall faculty, were the first emphatic Supreme Judicial action is clearly "state The most interesting' suggestion
Professor Edward Halbach
will Oourt pronouncement holding that action" for purposes of the 14th is that of Professor Louis Pollak:
teach legal accounting and Pro- the
prohibitions
of the
14th Amendment.
State judicial
en- he would apply Shelley to prevent
fessor Herma Schreter will teach Amendment were not directed at forcement of these covenants is the state from enforcing a disfamily law.
the individual.
In that case a forbidden state action.
crimination by one w'ho does not
The summer session will run certain Nic'hols and Stanley were
Un.communicated Rationale
wish to discriminate;
but he
from June 18 through July 27 and indicted for denying to persons of
Should the doctrine of Shelley would allow the state to give its
is open to members of the bar and color the accommodations
and be extended to the "sit-in" cases? support to willing discrimination
to students who have satisfacprivileges of an inn. The Court Justices Black and Douglas have without violating the 14th Amendtorily completed one year of law pointed out that the 14th Amend- so insisted
ment (108 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 13.
in the dissenting
study.
ment was a prohibition upon the opinions of Rice v. Sioux City 1959,) With this qualification the
states only, "Individual invasion Cemetery and Black v. Cutter Lab. Shelley doctrine would apply to
of individual
rights is not the But observe that the Shelley doc- the "sit-in" cases.
Shelley Abandoned?
subject matter of the amendment
trine affords no guidelines
for
"
. . . the abrogation and denial of making distinctions between perObviously the legal writers are
(Continued from Page 7)
rights, for which the states ALONE missible and nonpermissible
pri- not in accord as to the scope of
were or could be responsible, was vate discrimination.
There are the Shelley doctrine. Of more dethat your fate is in your own
the great seminal and fundamenmany difficulties
in attempting
termining significance is the fact
hands. There is no predesfinutal wrong whic,h was intended to to extend Shelley to the "sit-in" that in at least two cases the
tion which dooms you to this or
be remedied."
cases. The Civil Rights Cases have Oourt has not seized opportunities
that status in the law. As you
It becomes apparent
that the properly pointed out that the U.S. to reconsider or clarify. In Black
climb the Mount Everest of legal
Civil Rights Cases afford little Constitution is a charter of gov- v. Cutter and Rice v. Sioux City,
achievements, you will find that
basis for deciding the "sit-in" ernment and not a prohibition
the majority
of the Court has
the higher you reach, the more
cases. The black and white dichot- upon the private individual (with evaded decisions based on the
room there is on the plateau.
amy of 1883 will not work today. the exception of the 13th Amend- Shelley rationale. It is unlikely
The law may be an over-crowded
That decision made a clear cut ment).
Shelley cannot go as far that the "sit-in"
cases will be
profession in' the lower ascents.
distinction between state and pri- as its logic leads. There is sub- decided per Shelley; the Supreme
There is unlimited room at the
vate action. Today that is not an stantial dissimilarity between the Court has had severalopporpeaks ..You can- scale the heights
accurate
working
distinction.
restrictive covenants .and the tres- tunities to try and spell out the
if you but will.
State and individual
action too pass cases. Even as to the limited implications o,f the Shelley case
You are extremely
fortunate,
often coalesce. Public and private fact situation
of Shelley, there and ,has avoided the opportunity.
for you are entering
the most functions can become interwoven. have been asked some provocative to do so in each instance.
exciting and stimulating
profes- As has been pointed out, "...
a questions: " ...
why is the enIn Garner v, Louisiana (368 U.S.
sion in the world. It offers you more realistic justification for ap- forcement of 'the private covenant 157, 1961) "slit-in" demonstrators
infinite opportunities
for service plying the 14th Amendment would a state discrimination rather than had been prosecuted and convictand infinite satisfaction of a full rely less on the anthropomorphic
a legal recognition of the freedom ed under a Disorderly Conduct
life. The inns of court in London concept of state action and more of the individual? That the action Statute. The Supreme Court found
are built in such a way that when on the conjunction
of t'he in- of the state court is action of the that the convictions were without
one enters he must bend his head dividual act and governmental au- state is entirely obvious. What is the due process command of the
low. I feel that you should bow thority. (61 Harvard Law Review not obvious, and this is \he crucial 14th Amendment.
In this case
your heads as you enter our his- 344, 351).
step, is that the state may prop- there was no evidence of disordertoric profession.
The most spectacular example edy be charged with the discrimi- ly conduct. This case is not going
of combined individual and state nation when it does no more than to protect the demonstrators in the
What we are is God's gift to
activity to produce "state action" give effect to an agreement· that future. They can be charged with
us. What we become is our gift
is the 1948 Supreme Court decision the individual
involved, is, by criminal trespass or t'he state will
to God.
of Shelley v. Kraemer. In this case hypothesis, entirely free to make" wait until there is actual disoT-'
I hope that what you become
property subject to a restrictive
(73 Harvard Law Review 1, 39. derly conduct.
will be a gift to yourse},f, your
covenant had been conveyed to 1959).
These then are the Oonstituprofession, your community and
Shelley, a Negro. Owners of nearWriters Not In Accord
tional problems in re the Negro
your government. Above all. I
by property, parties to the restricOther professional critics of the "sit-ins." The Justices of the U.S.
hope it will be your reciprocal
tive covenant, brought suit to re- Supreme Court have made similar Supreme Court have their work
gift to God.
strain Shelley from taking posses- appraisals of the Shelley rationale.
cut out for them when and if these
sion and to have his title divested Professor Henkin, while critlcizlng cases reach that tribunal.
SILENT TRACKS
and revested in the grantor. The the opinion of' the Court, insists
Law Cannot Stand SU1l
A New York railroad has start- state courts granted relief request- that the case was rightly decided
Are we then to "dash some of
ed a campaign to eliminathe the ed. The Supreme Court reversed. and that a more satisfactory opin- the 'hopes and frustrate much of
"clickety - clack" noise made by The opinion may be summarized
ion can be written (l09 U. Pa. L. the promise of Shelley?" Fortutrains rolling along its tracks.
as follows: Private persons remain
Rev. 637, 661-62. 1961). Another nately, our Constitutional history
The road will install its first free to discriminate against others frequent suggestion would limit reflects a prmciple of growth. The
150 miles of silent track this year even on grounds of race and color. Shelley to restrictive covenants-'
most reassuring attribute of our
by "pressure welding" individual
But the right to acquire, enjoy, or a kind of "zoning" for which the Constitutional law has ever been
rails into continuous
unbroken
dispose of property is clearly pro- state is responsible even when its flexibility, "its power of exstrings.
tected by the 14th Amendment
perpetrated by private persons (60
(Continued on Page 16)
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Justice Burke Views
Narcotics Problems
By Carolyn

DIGEST

Professor "Jake"Quarter ICentury Of Service

Frlan

Twenty-five
years of devoted
"There is a deep sense of frustration
which every judge ex- service makes the name of Jacob
periences who has had the task of sentencing
a narcotic addict
J_ Becker, a household word at
lor some law, violation",
according to the Honorable Louis Burke, the only professional
school on
PreSiding Justice of the Fourth Division of the District Court of Ap- Grand
Avenue,
between
Elevpeal, in a recent interview. Justice Burke went on to explain how enth and Twelfth. Without "Jake"
he thinks Governor Brown's 1961- -------as he is affectionately
known,
legislative
program establishing
tion, If the judge of the latter
Loyola's
current
law building
a detention and treatment
facil- division determines
that the in- would be just another brick and
ity for narcotic addicts holds the dividual is in fact an addict and mortar institution
for dispensing
promise of ending,
at least in is otherwise eligible for commitwisdom via the 'case-method.'
part, this judicial
frustration.
ment under the program, the inThis balding, professional prodPrior System
dividual will then be committed
uct of the University of Chicago,
Prior to these
1961 amendto the new state detention
and contributes
a touch of color and
ments to the Penal Code (6400 et treatment facility,
an aroma of quality
to, everyseq.), the penalty
for addiction
If the offense Which he com- thing to which he sets his hand.
was a short term in the County mitted was a misdemeanor,
the Business courses have been his
Jail, usually 90 days, and then commitment
is for an indeterparticular
stock in trade since
probation_
If the
addict
was minate period not exceeding five joining
the faculty
a quarterbrought to court again, the jail years; if a felony, ·then not ex- century ago.
term was doubled or trebled, or ceeding ten years. In either event
During the years he has be- .
he was given the maximum
sen- the addict will be kept in the
come so identified
with the
tence of 1 year in the County facility
under treatment
for a
subject matter of his teaching.
Jail.
maximum
period of six months
that it is still a moot quesWith the release of the addict and for as long thereafter
as is
tion. "Did Becker write Corpofrom jail, he returned to his old required, since he is only subject
rations or did Corporations write
environment
and habits without
to release when the medical auBecker?" Referred to at times
the benefit of any special pro- thorities
determine
that he has
as an '~Animated Corporation".
gram for the treatment
of his benefited
sufficiently
by treathe acts out "stockholders
liaaddiction_ The addict is rarely ment to warrant his being tried
bility"
with
the
exquisite
pSYchotic, says Justice
Burke, on parole. Thus, in the case of
touch of a Russian Ballet. There
but suffers from a personality
a felony he could be 'held as long
are no short-cuts in his course.
defect and a lack of proper mo- as ten years.
and an isolerted footnate gets
tivation, which a treatment
proWhen paroled he will be under
the same round treatment
as
gram might cure.
close supervision.
When first rethe boldest face type of the ReNew System
leased it will be to a halfway
statement.
The new program,
under the house where he will reside with
He's
a real
thorough-going
Control of the Department of Cor- other addicts on parole. He must
that is so uncommon
reCtions, establishes
the Califor- abstain from narcotics for a peri- teacher,
this day. May he long continue
nia Rehabilitation
Center to be od of three years before his parole
to disseminate
the law with the
located near Corona in facilities
will be terminated. If he should
previously used as a U_ S_ Naval resort to the use of narcotics or genuine Becker touch, for there
hospitaL Here, trained
custodial
commit
any other violation
of is no SUbstitute for this dediofficers will keep the addicts "in" parole he is subject
to be re- cated Master or the classroom.
and narcotics "out", with a pro- turned to the detention and treatfesional staff directing the treat- ment institution.
sumrnq his contact with· the
ment 'Of,the inmates.
The new program
also will
world. This additional
step in
Under this legislation, if a nar- permit
commitments
of addicts
rehabilitating
the addict
is
cotic addict is convicted of any who have not been convicted of
much
needed.
according
to
criminal offense, be it a misde- crimes upon a proper showing
Justice Burke. since it makes
meanor or felony, .prior to being being made to the District Atthe trcnsttien from the hospisentenced
for the offense' the rorney and the institution
by him
tal Back to former
environCOurt must certify him to the of proceedings to have the person
ments less abrupt.
PsYChiatric· division for examinacommitted.
As an example
of the effecExcluded from eligibility from tiveness of a halfway house esthe program are' defendants
who tablishment,
Justice Burke cited
have been convicted
of crimes the work done by Father Dism as
Mrs. Palsgraf
hit a scale
of violence against
the persons
Clark in St. Louis, Missouri. Father
Poor old lady, small and frail,
of others and repeater
narcotic
Clark, subject of the movie. "The
She received a bloody wound,
J.ffenders who are facing peni- Hoodlum Priest," accepts state or
Promptly
shrieked, then she
tentiary terms in excess of five federal paroled "thieves" in nonswooned.
years. Thus, the program is not sectarian facilities where he atan "escape hatch" for so-called
tempts to guide them into useShe dragged
the railroad
to "'hard-core criminals"
who may ful occupations. His program
is
the court,
have added
addiction
to their 30 successful, .that out of 1200
SUing them in am action of tort.
other anti-social
activities.
paroled to his custody, many of
JUdge Cardozo he was brisk:
them after long terms in prison
Justice
Burke
is
especially
"Result is not within the risk."
and repeated offenses, less than
pleased with a provision in the
12 have .gone back to prison.
Mrs. Paleqraf,
what a blow,
law for the establishment
of
No sympathy; worse luck no
a halfway
house. Such a fq;As one of the proponents
of
dough,
cility is missing in the federal.
Governor Brown's
narcotic
law
Poor lady became so destitute
hospHaI treatment
proqrorn for
program, Justice Burke hopefully
She was forced to work as a
addicts.
After being paroled.
sees the promise of an end to at
seamstress.
the addict can reside in the
least some of the frustration
in(Contributed
by the world's
halfway
house for individual
volved in the narcotics Problems
Oilly "reasonable
woman.")
and group therapy
while re·
as viewed from the bench.
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Professor

Becker

Loyola
Law Wives
February's
meeting
was
a
luncheon
held at Rudi's Italian
Inn where
Mrs. Milton
Krug,
President of L. A. Lawyers' Wives,
spoke on Legal Aid, a project of
Lawyers' Wives.
Mary Lou Murray headed the
program
committee
for March.
Mr. John E. Anderson, member
of Loyola faculty spoke to the
group. Bev Brody, Ruth Sigler
and Kathy Paneno also served
on the committee.
The April 8 meeting was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A_
Marburg
Yerkes. A professional
interior decorator led a discussion pertaining
to interior decorating
problems.
June And~rle
assisted
by Sheila
Margulies,
Jean McQuoid, Donna Martin and
Carol Towey made the arrar;gements for the program- ElectlOns
of officers for the next school year
were held.
The new offi~ers are: Mary Lou
Murray, President;
Jan Rylaarsdam,
Vice President;
Barbara
Solomon
Corresponding
Secretary; Marilyn Topel, R~cording Secretary; Jean MCQUOld, .Treasur~r,
and Nancy Smith, SOCIal Chairwoman.
Class A fires are those that
originate in wood, paper, textil.es,
etc.
They can best be ex~mguished by water.
Class B fires
are those caused by flammable
liquids such as gasoline, kerosene,
etc., and should be smothered.
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A DIFFERENT STANDARD OF MORALITY IN THE MARKET PLACE
Pros

&

By Osias Goren

Cons
By William

Rylaarsdam

The year was 1948 and the case involved price-fixing (U.S. v. G.E.,
80 F. Supp. 989). The Court said: "I appreciate the fact that some
twenty years ago many things that are now regarded as improper
were looked upon as every day occurrences
industry must realize
the need to conform to present day morals
" Some 13 years later,
a group of executives from the same company, who did not heed this
advice, pleaded guilty and "nolo contendere" ina
Federal District
Court at Philadelphia
and served prison sentences for the same
violation - price fixing.
Can the same set of ethical and moral concepts which are
applied to society in its every day conduct of life be applied to
the business man in his daily fight for survival?
The old concepts such as 'caveat emptor"and
"business is buslness," while still 'heard today, are now regarded as grossly improper.
Yet business in our Free Enterprise system, is based upon the profit
motive, and, by its very nature, tends to bring out the self-interest
instincts of man.
Is this in reality evil? When this great nation was barren and
unpopurated, it took young vigorous men of vision and daring to conquer, tame, and exploit the vast- resources which today are enjoyed
by tl1e great mass of our people at a standard of living which no
others have ever attained.
This nation has prospered and with it the
whole world prospered because of the drive and imagination of the
individual who had the courage to venture into new frontiers. The
rewards granted such a giant played no small part in keeping him
constantly questing for new worlds to conquer. There is no reason
why this man should not enjoy the fruits of ,his labors. The creator,
the adventurer,
the business man need have no shame for his
material acquisitions.
He is entitled to his rewards, so long as he
has not destroyed others along the way.
There was a time for exploitation, as history has proved and there
is a time for regulation and moderation.
But t,here is an ocean of
difference between moderation and suppression!
The national scene reveals the pressures of government, which
must have a vibrant expanding economy to maintain a high level
of employment. This country must maintain its world position in
the cold war. It cannot forfeit the leadership of the newly emerging
nations.
To accomplish this, industry leaps wholeheartedly into the
fray. What is it t'hat needs moderation?
On the domestic scene the competition for the consumer dollar is
vigorous; varied are the methods used to get the greatest share of it.
Major national corporations set the quotas and use means which
may be reprehensible in the eyes of some. But perhaps this isn't so
baa; perhaps these drives are the reasons for the growth and expansion of our economy; perhaps it is what has kept our nation great
and its economy vibrant and expanding.
Is it not the desire of
labor to constantly
improve its lot?
Of industry to improve and
expand the distribution of its products? Of each man as an individual
to climb to the top of Mount Everest? The glOry of all this is the fact
that every person in this country has that opportunity.
No - practically speaking, you cannot set up the standards
of
ethics of our religious institutions as the standards for business.
There is precedent for a different standard of ethics in the market
place, by no less a personage than Justice Cardozo. In Meinh'ard v.
Salmon, 164 N.E. 545, he pointed out that, "Many forms of conduct
permissible in a workaday world for those acting at arm's length, are
forbidden to those bound by fiduciary ties. A trustee is held to
something stricter than the morals of the market place."
He made
this statement
recognizing that there is a separate set of et'hics
observed in the market place and that they are observed.
Business to grow and expand or even to just exist cannot do so
by mere exploitation and taking undue advantage of every situetion. Quality, Good Value, Service Integrity are necessary practicalities and ,are the byword: of the vast majority of the successful ventures in our society. Not for long can a business exist
otherwise today.
COMPETITION BREEDS ITS OWN MORALITY
Fortunately the Law has had the wisdom to refuse to apply such
standards as would be imposed by our Religious Institutions. It has
recognized the needs of the times and 'has, through its application of
Public Policy Considerations, applied ethical rules of conduct which
the public and the national growth demanded.
Business can only operate within a framework which society per-

Last year several executives of major electrical manufacturing
companies were punished by fine and imprisonment
for their participation in a price-fixing scheme. Their conviction was based upon
the U. S. Anti-Trust laws. The participants
either pleaded guilty
or nolo contendere. I believe that the punishment meted out was
deserved and that the legislation
under which these men were
convicted is necessary and justified. I further maintain
that a
dualistic concept of morality: one for society as a whole and emother for the business community, must be rejected.
This position will be illustrated
by an .analysis of three aspects
of price-fixing. First, this paper will examine the public policy (in
this context economic) aspect of price-fixing;
secondly,' the legal
aspect; and thirdly, the moral aspect of the problem.
There are definite public policy considerations in the ,economics
of price-fixing. When the members of a particular
industry enter
into an agreement to fix prices, they in effect are uniting to obtain
the main advantage 'Of a monopoly. It is a basic rule of economics
that in a truly competitive market, prices are determined by supply
and demand. However, the monopolist controls supply and the
price which will give him the optimum return on his investment
will nearly always be higher than the price which would prevail
in a freely competitive market.
The legal aspects of price-fixing are well established by preeedent. An agreement to fix prices is a contract in restraint of trade.
Even the early common law recognized that such a contract was
illegal, Dyer's Case, Year Book, 2 Hen. V, vol. 5, pl. 26 (1415), and
persons entering into such an arrangement
were guilty of the
common law crime of conspiracy. King v. Norris, 2 Kenyon 300,
96 Eng. Rep. 1189 (K. B. 1758). To this extent the Sherman Act of
1890, under which the business executives were convicted, merely
made the conspiracy in restraint of trade, including price-fixing,
a federal offense.
The moral issue o·f price. fixing is too often. overlOOked. The conduct of the convicted executives raises undeniable moral questions.
In the first place, they violated the law. Because o,f the constant
awareness of anti-trust legislation within the business community,
it would be reasonable
to assume that they knowingly violated
the law. I firmly believe that every man is under a moral duty to
obey the law, regardless of what he thinks of its merits, unless
in doing so he violates a higher duty. The admonition to. "render
unto Caesar that which is Caesar's" is the governing principle here.
The business men here involved could hardly present a moral
justification
for their activities on grounds that the "higher duty"
was the one they owed to the stockholders of their respective corporations. Their obligations to society should come before this.
_Putting aside the violation of the law however, I maintain. that
the conduct of the price-fixers was immoral even if it had not been
prohibited by law. As was shown above, monopolistic price-fixing
schemes -result in the. monopolist taking something (I.e, a higher
price) for nothing (i.e. without increased economic utility) at the
expense of others (i.e, society as a whole). This taking of someting for nothing at the expense of others constitutes theft, even if
one could not make out a common law case of larceny against
the perpetrators.
I am not aware of any moral code which would
condone theft.
The opposing writer suggests a dualistic concept -of morality. He
infers that there should be one code of conduct for "the church"
and another for the business community. He justifies this view
on grounds of the alleged economic benefits derived from the ruthless conduct of the "Robber Barons" during the -Iast century. ThiS
is the Machiavellian
concept that the end justifies the means.
The opposing writer in effect states that since the unrestrained
exercise of economic self-interest leads to the greatest economic'
gOOd for society as a whole, society should not impose such restraints. This precept represents the viewpoint of the Iaissez-Iaire
economists of the last century.
'I disagree with that premise. It
is one thing to take the position that certain conduct should not be
made illegal; it is quite another thing to conclude that the conduct
is therefore unobjectionable
from a moral standpoint.
Althougb
the courts and legislature may be governed by expediency when
declaring certain conduct legal or illegal. morality is never a matter
of mere expediency. It may be expedient for me to steal under
certain circumstances;
my theft may even be expedient to society

(Continued on Page 16)
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v. G8neral
Motors, (1959)
S.K 2d 642.
As will be elaborately
discussed in Volume VI of MODERN
TlUALS, (1) res ipsa loquitur,
(2) failure to warn, (3) the warranties, express and implied, and
(Continued from Page 2)
(4)
absolute
liability
in more
should be included in a law stu- and more instances
coalesce to
uents- and trial lawyers' "Black give the same result of a caveat
ilook."
vendor absolute
liability,
as a
AS a practical
matter
nowa- practical matter. They all make
not the
days, it IS most difficult for a (he seller or fabricator,
venuee to show a specific act of buyer, beware in rather a strict
ueg!tge,llce by the vendor of a and absolute
manner,
and, inparticular
commodity. While the deed, as we've seen above (VaYenuee may go into the vendor's rom v. Calarco), a trial may be
shortened
by discovlactory' under court order and, heroically
lUI'
example,
take moving pic- ery and summary judgment
givtures ana deposmons of the par- en on liability to a buyer.
llCUlar process
(see MOD~RN
While the day of complete caveat
!<HALS, page 95, Vol. 1) looking
vendor has not yet arrived, it's
rapidly approachmg.
And it may
lUI'
neg ngence, such procedures
aLe expensive and sometimes the very well be hastened
by those
~legllgenCe, though 'One knows it Justices who sit in front of their
. IS there,
can't be found. (This TV set of an evening to ha ve
was plaintIff's
problem
during
their favorite program repetitively and in poor grace interrupted
the Lutter cases; the negligence,
though we knew it was there, by the exaggerated
and repulnever could be proved
in the sive advertisements
of some of
Cutter Laboratories as to the our national fabricators 'Of goods
ll1akmg of the faulty polio, vac- and claims.
Cine.) But with warranty,
the
Said one court (Johnson
v.
caveat vendor comes into full
Capital
City Ford, 89 So. 2d
bloom. The unwholesomeness
of
75 (La. 1955), "If defendant
the product itself is enough. It's
argues that . . . the advertiseven stronger than the shifting
ing offer . . . was not in good
~f the' secondary burden o.f proof
faith and ,only a lure, there is
~n res ipsa loquitur where, once
entirely too much disregard o·f
It'S shifted, as a practical
matter,
law and truth in the business,
It is almost
impossible
for desocial and political wcrtd totendant to, overcome. (Escola v. day ....
It is time to, ,bold men
COca' COla, supra, where defendto their primary engagements
ant brought in an expert to show
to tell' the truth. and observe
how careful he was in bottling
the law of commerce, honesty
hIS beverage
and that his botand fair dealing."
tles were minutely
inspected so
It was always
though- that
as not to explode. While he was products
liability
cases
were
ShOWing this exquisite
care on only a small percentage
of the
the one hand, on the other he cases tried, and they were cases
was building. up the practical
of small damage,
small awards.
~rOposition
for the jury
that, But more and more products liaS0ll1ewhere along the line, there bility cases are being tried and
ll1ust
have
been
negligence
they are now the cases of the
all1idst all this care or the ac- highest
damages.
Indeed,
the
Cident just couldn't
have 'hap. highest verdict even given by a
pened!)
jury and sustained
by a Judge
Jumping Privity
against a motion for a new trial,
It must be remembered in Calif ornla (Burr v. Sherman & Wil- $675,000, was a products liability
case. Recently there was a chloIpiants, (195~) 42 Cal. 2d 682, 268 romycetin products liability ver. 2d 1041) as well as in a num- dict 'of $334,000.
ber 'Of other jurisdictions
in exNew Trends
Press warranty
cases the privity
All over the' country
these
gap is jumped, i.e., the guarancases in' warranty
and far the
tee of the advertisers'
claims or defect of an article
manufacthe warranty, Or whatever it will tured, fabricated, assembled, com~ltimatelY' be called, is made to pounded or sold to an immediate
run with the goods", to the ulti- or u1timate purchaser are being
ntate User. Like' it or net, the brought by more and more conori .
t glnal f,abricator has been re- sumers against more and varied
"{urnsd to the' morality
of the producers.
Consequently,
when
b an.kee peddler-he
must stand we envision a caveat vendor in
U~t~lnd his goods to whomsoever
these cases, we envision that half
lntately uses them.
of our law has trended towards
It is in the implied (in law) an absolute liability.
The other
~~arranties (for other than foods), half is still taken up with "servnose Q·fmerchantability
and fit- ices." The interesting
question
teSS for a particular
purpase, will arise when someone
asks
chat the privity gap has not been why should the manufacturer
of
t °ll1pletely jumped, although the a drug be held absolutely liable
{end is to jump in all states. when the doctor who performs
gnde~d, in Georgia the privity services, Le. an 'Operation, still
ap IS jumped. by statute, Book- can hide behind an instruction

Caveat
Vendor .. ~
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Impressions Of A . . . Judge
By Judge Otto Kaus
The Editor 'Of the Loyola Digest had just finished telling me who
the contributors
to this issue would be.
Because of his customary modesty it had not been easy to get him
to talk, but finally the last name was dropped. He blushed, quite
nicely.
•
"Well,
then
Bob"
asked,
"after the President, the Governor, a couple 'Of Attorneys General, a King and what else, whom
are you going to have for an
encore?"
"You."
So the joke is on me.
"About 300 words, Judge, you
can make it longer if you like,
we'll cut out the dull bits."
"What would you like me to
write about?"
"Well-we
had you down for
a piece called 'Impressions of a
Raokie Judge'."
"Dorr't you think 'Recently Appointed Judge' might be more in
keeping with the dignity of the
Bench?"
Judge Otto M. Kaus
"Nothing wrong with being a
rookie, Judge. Look at Bo Belinperience when one is barely at
sky."
its threshold? There are impres"The dignity of the pitcher's
sions one likes to treasure, like
mound is one thing, Mr. Garcia" the chat with Prof. Cook during
-'I felt that to continue to call the first really complicated conhim "Bob" would somehow prove tract case-his
patient explanahis point.
tion that my analysis
of the
"Well, your Honor't-s-he beats problem
was
pure
"bootstrap
you at your own game every lifting"
the old friend who
time-"when
the day comes that waives a jury as follows: "Otto,
you pitch the judicial equivalent
we're giving you one chance" of a no-hitter in your first sea- he's never been back, CCP 170.6
son ....
"
no doubt-the
many sincere good
"Mr. Garcia, t'he comparison to wishes-the
pride in the courtour national pastime is inept ... " room demeanor
of former stu"Maybe sa, Mr. Kaus, but look, dents - the pleasure in seeing
don't give me a bad time. I have present 'Ones drop in during court
four 'Other jobs, a couple of books sessions, even when they happen
to write, finals coming up, a let- to edit student papers and pester
ter to the alumni to get out and you for space fillers - the early
besides, we'll print your picture realization
that the friends who
this time."
urged
(urged! ?) me t'O accept
How can one resist?
this appointment
because "you'll
Seriously, is it possible to sit see your family once in a while"
down and write about an ex- had apparently been brainwashed
by those who think the only time
a judge is working is when he
that "a doctor is nat a guarantor
is sitting on the bench-the
genof his services." And how about erous help and advice from felmotorists?
and
the
merchant
low judges the loyal assistwho displays
his goods?
The ance of the court room personnel
manufacturer
is now liable abso- -all
these are only impressions
lutely in warranty
if his goods Which cannot lead to any conare unwholesome,
should 'he be clusions at this time; therefore,
absolutely liable to someone in- (to be concluded).
jured who has come in to inspect his goads?
.
When the courts have settled
these problem
areas
shall we
Material
published
in The
find. the following definition
in
LOYOLA DIGEST is compiled
our legal dictionaries?
"CAVEAT
at
substantial
expense
and
EMPTOR-Let
the
buyer.
beware. - An obsolete
expression
may not be republished,
reo
now used only in those few
sold, re'oorded, or reused in any
cases where CAVEAT VENDOR
m,anner, in Whole or in part,
does not Qpply."
with.out
the consent of THE
(Since t'here are some in this
DIGEST.
Any
ingreat and honored instituti'On 'Of LOYOLA
legal learning who have more than
fringement
will be subject to
a casual knowledge of Latin, perlegal redress.
haps a m'Ore accurate
legend
THE EDITORS
should be "Caveat Vendit'Or!")
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From The, Editor's Desk Tort Claims ...
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 6)

law student has similarly observed, "...
in what other profession U.S.. 193 F. Supp. 243, 1961). The
case was an action under the Feddoes one pl unge so deep in the stream of life-so share its passions,
By Johnnie Cochran
its battles, its despairs, its triumphs?"
Mr. Nizer has pointed out eral Tort Claims Act for personal
• The recent decision of the U. S. that the legal profession is not a flowery path nor a bed of roses. injuries sustained by the plainSupreme Court concerning Ten- The graduating
law student can well attest to that appraisal.
On tiff while, as a federal prisoner,
he was riding in a truck driven
even greater battle to ensue, Mr. Nizer's reminder
nessee reapportionment
(Baker the eve olan
On by one W., a civilian employee of
v. Carr) will "open the door" for that the prize is worth the struggle is welcome reassumance.
many States t'O correct some of behalf of the Loy-o,la gr,aduates, thank you Mr. Nizer. It is not the United States acting within
the scope of his employment.
W.
to follow that gleam."
their <own injustices
of long- always easy" ...
was taking the plaintiff, two other
standing.
For many lawyers a preoccupation
with the theory and practice federal prisoners, and D., a superThat is the opinion of Ernest of criminal law has receded into the background.
The majority
visor of the three prisoners, to a
E. Debs, Chairman
of the Los of practicing
attorneys
prefer other fields of law. These fields motor pool where they were to
Angeles County Board of Super- generally bring far greater financial rewards. There is also a depick up D's car for transportation.
visors, a man with 20 years in plorable, but undeniable,
tendency to regard criminal law prac- While SO doing, a pickup truck
public office as a State Assem- tice as carrying less social and professional prestige. Fortunately
blyman, Los Angeles City Coun- for the legal profession, there are giants like J. W. Ehrlich who belonging to t'he Army Air Force
and driven by an unidentified incilman and County Supervisor.
feel otherwise and are doing something
about it. Because of Mr. dividual, who was conceded to
"I certainly
agree with
the Ehrlich, there is justified expectation
that the state of criminal
be acting within the scope of his
majority 'opinion in the Tennes- law will continue to be-as
it should-a
decisive reflection of the office or employment, and whose
see case," Debs said, "and it social consciousness of a society.
duties were not even remotely
proves the Supreme Court is cogconnected
with the custody or conIt
was
Bentham's
philosophy
which
turned
the
British
Parliament
nizant of radical changes in our
trol of federal prisoners, suddenly
-and
similar institutions
in other countries-into
active legislacountry
since the Constitution
tive instruments,
effecting social reform in response to felt social passed around the corner of a
and Bill of Rights were written.
building directly in front of the
"OUr statesmen
of those early needs. Governor Brown and Mr. Nixon may differ as to technique
car driven by W. W. stopped his
but
both
are
sensitive
to
the
responsible
role
of
legislation
in
the
days never realized we would
problems. Whatever roles the future holds truck abruptly, causing the plainbecome a nation of large urban solution of important
tiff to fall from his seat and
centers as well as rural areas. in store Ior both leaders, we feel confident that both will discharge
strike his head on a metal tool
their
responsibilities
effectively.
They certainly couldn't visualize,
box.
f'of instance, a vast metropolitan
This then has been the purpose of this issue: to examine
The court conceded "that the
area such as Los Angeles County
vital issues in the distinct tradition of AnglO-American Jurisdecided cases, without exception,
with its nearly six and one-half
prudence-letting
competing ideas meet ", . . eye to eye, hand
deny to a federal prisoner t'he
million
residents."
to hand, and foot to foot, wrestling naked in the sun."
right to recover damages from the
For many years, Debs has
Too long has the legal profession been overburdened by decisions United States under the Federal
favo·red reapportionment
of our
without communicated
reasons. Perhaps independent
inquiry as· Torts Claims Act for injuries susown State Senate to, give more
surnes the risk of being labeled foolish; but what more efficacious
tained during the period of his
equal
representation
to' the
solution will insurejth at the law shall progress than by relieving
incarceration, caused by the neglipopulation cen ters, and is now
it from the excess weight of non-existent
beautiful statues?
gence of prison officials or emactively
supporting
the plan
There is one last bell that must be rung. Fortunately
the final ployees."
formulated by Supervisor Frank
grades are in and the diplomas distributed
by this issue. There
G. Bonelli which would give
But said the court: "While it
IS then no fear of reprisals
for what follows:
Los Angeles County six instead
is ration.al to conclude that in the
of one State·Sen,a.tor.
"The business of a law school is to teach la,w in the grand
sphere of private individuals there
"We are operating
at present
manner and to make great lawyers." The first of these objecis no equivalent
of the jailerunder what I.. like to call the
tives we acknowledge
as accomplished.
Only time will reveal
prisoner relationship,
it is run'40-40 plan' because our County
if the second has enjoyed sufficient student reciprocity to atning a good principle into the
has one State Senator out of 40
tain fulfillment.
Farewell my school.
H. G.
ground to declare in terms of a
and we have 40 per cent of the
categorical imperative that a fed·
State's population.
Our Senator
eral prisoner, by virtue of his
is spread mighty thin in Sacrastatus
alone, may not sue the
mento when it comes to commitUnited States under t,he provisions
tee assignments,"
Debs declared.
of t,he Federal Tort Claims Act
The Supervisor
pointed
out
where his claim is based upon
that opponents
of reapportionthe alleged negUgence of a fedment claim we are operating
era} employee completely disasunder the so-called Federal Plan,
sociated from his status."
providing
that Assembly memIt therefore rendered judgment
bers are elected by districts havfor the plaintiff.
ing
approximately
the
same
number of voters, such as Con-i
Here the problem is the familiar
gressmen. Then the Senators are
one of the rational base of "strict
chosen by areas with no regard
liability" and of Workmen's Comfo-r how many people they reppensation, now raised under the
resent, as each State has two
Federal Tort Claims Act.
U. S. Senators.
"What people fail to, realize
May we not say of the law of
about this system, however, is
torts,
with the Reverend MJ.
that the U. S. Senators
are
Jasper, "The sun do move."
elected by voters from both
rural areas and city centers of
mass population,"
the Board
Chairman emphasized, adding:
"This is, of course, not .. the
Atlanta, Ga.-In
paying a trafcase with our State Senators,
fic 'fine at suburban
Dec:ltur'5
so it cannot be' called the same
police station, you receive a cas]1
thing. It takes about 2,000,000
register receipt. On the back of
'city-type'
votes to elect our
Law students Johnnie Cochran (left) and Jack Cavanaugh look
the slip, with typical southern
County's Senator, while some
over a past issue of the DIGEST with Supervisor. Debs after
politeness, is printed: "Thank yotl
Northern Senators can be elected
reviewing the Senate Reapportionment
plan with the Supervisor
for-your patronage."
(Continued on Pa.ge 16)
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State Attorney General Mosk
Stresses Consumer Pretectlen
By T. Murray

and

E. Vargas

The expansion of the role 'Of the state attorney general in the
areas of antitrust
and consumer protection were discussed by Attorney General Stanley Mosk recently in an exclusive interview
with the LOYOLA DIGEST.
Attorney General Mosk stated that he has filed more antitrust
SUits during his term of office e
_
than were filed in a ll the years
nently enjoin a se-ccdled trade
since California's
antitrust
law
sch()oll from fraudulent
cdverwas enacted in 1907_ "The Carttising and we were successwright
Act, California's
antiful. I believe this marks a new
trust law, was known as Calimethod of defense against these
f'Ornia's sleeping beauty until we
white collar criminals," the At·
took Office," he said. "We have
torney General said.
concentrated our antitrust actions
Attorney
General
Mosk also
on rigged bids on public conlaw
tracts. Thus, achieving direct sav- discussed other important
ings for the taxpayers, In one suit, suits in which his office is now
the
Colorado
River
costs to the state on the defend- involved:
lawsuit,
Arizona v. California.
ant's products dropped one-third
after we filed suit. So far, we have the fifty-two' million dollar Long
hpen successful in all 'Our suits. Beacj, subsidence suit. the tideWe Won the first criminal anti- lands oil suits with the federal
which
are
worth
trust suit in over forty years in government
millions
to the state, and the
California_"
$200 million
Bank
Tax case
_The three avenues of litiga.
which his office recently
won.
hon which may be pursued by
"Last year, our office successthe state are injunction,
damfully represented
the
state of
ages and criminal action, the
California in law suits' worth over
Attorney General said. "Weare
a half billion dollars." he noted.
not interested
in being anti"We presently have six law suits
bUSiness. but simply in getting
pending before the United States
honest bids for public agencies
Supreme Court, more than any
and. preserving
free-enterprise.
other public or private law fir~
Therefore. we usually proceed
in the nation."
by injunction,
except in the
The Attorney General's Office
Illost flagrant
vi,o,lations.'"
provides
excellent
experience
and training
for young attorConsumer Protection
neys, Mosk said. He explained
. Expressing approval of Presthat a few second year law
Ident
Kennedy's
recent
prostudents are hired for summer
posals on consumer protection,
work and participate
in reo
,AU,orney Gen:eral Mosk noted
search
on important
cases.
that he initiated
a consumer
About six law school gradu·
fraUds section within his office
ates are hired each year among
three years ago.. This section
the threeoUices
(Los Anqeles.
bas Vigorously prosecuted "the
San
Francisco
and
SccrnSuede shoe boys" in such ac.
mento).
tivities as fake fallout shelAttorney General Mosk entered
ters. f'raudulent aluminum
stding sales, and· unscrupulous
private practice in California in
1935. He was appointed
Executrade schools. "This month we
tOok Our -first eeticn to permative Secretary to Governor Culbert Olson in 1938 and in 1942
was named
a Superior
Court
Judge. He served as a judge for
sixteen years, until elected Attorney General in 1958 by the
greatest margin of victory of any
candidate
for any office in the
nation that year. Attorney Gen(Continued
from Page 3)
eral Mosk is married to the former Edna Mitchell. They have
Vi~ws to various law offices, both
one son, Richard, a student
at
PrIvate and governmental.
It is
Harvard Law School.
hoped that all the second year
stU~ents who qualify and who
are Interested in participating will
SeCUre employment
through the
krogram. Only time will tell. I
The U. S. government
can't
y now that my experience
this make money fast enough. The
o~ar together with t'he experience
mint turns out coins by the bilf the "interns" will help to build
lion, but the demand for small
S~r -the future of the program.
changes c rea t e s shortages
of
beOWly but surely internship may nearly
all denominations
periedcom~ an integral part of legal odically. The penny is most in
ucatJon here- at Loyola.
demand.

Faculty

Committee

• • •

Making Money

California Attorney
t.OI Ernest
Vargas

General Stanley Mosk comments on State issues
(left) and Tony Murray of the DIGEST staff

DEAH',S ,COLUMN
By Dean Dibble
I have no dramatic message for Loyola students. The advice which
I do have may be old hat to you, at least to those who have suffered through
my classes.However,
if repetition will convert at
least one. student, I shall feel that this column 'has been justified.
The advice (perhaps it should be considered as a warning) is this:
you are in law school not to learn law but to prepare for the practice
of the law. And contrary to the "scuttlebutt"
which may come from
the older, but not wiser, students, the two purposes stated above
are not synonymous.
If we had at Loyola a genius who could memorize all the
sources available
for the study of the law the casebooks,
hornbooks. restatements,
codes. statutes. and even the misshapen
California Constitution. and if our genius learned these things
only. Loyola would have f~iled completely in its job.
Loyola Law School exists for the primary purpose of training
students to become good lawyers, or, to use a term which perhaps
is overworked, to think as good lawyers should think. As I see it,
the good lawyer, and therefore the good law student, must be able:
1. to analyze, correlate, and summarize facts;
2. to know and understand
the general principles of law which
bear upon particular
facts;
3. to know and understand
the reasons and the history of such
general principles so that he can analogize and apply valid
and established principles to new factual situations, or so that
he can prove that the old principles should be modified in application to the new facts.
4. to use the source books to verify and support his application
of the general principles to the facts.
5. to present his facts, reasons, and conclusions in succinct and
logical form, in writing or orally.
6. to develop what can best be described as an intuitive sense of
values, a feeling for the law which will indicate his proper
approach to a problem before he is able to do the necessary
research.
Do's and Don'ts
In the acquisition and use of the foregoing abilities, memory obviously plays its part but it can never be a substitute for thinking.
Perhaps a few Do's and Don'ts will help you to understand
what
such thinking involves.
Do:
1. Practice analyzing complicated factual situations - you cannot rely upon your client to do this job.
2. Develop the habi t of asking yourself why the rule of law was
(Continued

on Page

14)
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THE ,CRIMINAL LAWYERBy

J.

Oean'sColumn
(Continued

..

W. Ehrlich

It

•

from

Page

13)

developed, why the rule has been changed. or whv the rule
should be chang-ed.
3. Develop the habit of comparing seemingly unrelated rules ann
theories to determine whether there is a connecting thread
between them.
4. Develop the habit of doing your own thinkina - vour nrofr-ssor
or fellow student will not be available when you are takinz
an examination
or advising a client.
5. Practice writincr your own analyses of fads or arvuments
of
law - it is surprising how gaps in your knowledva or flaws
in your reasoning will develop when you becin to write.
6. Cooperate with your fellow students in dlscussions of the law,
but don't forget t.hat "bull sessions" are aptlv named.
7. Above all. do vour own work. do your own thinkinv and do vour
own writing. 'You can't buy.rborrow.vor
steal a legal education.
Don't:
1. Don't believe that there is a short-cut to thinking. The fact that
a fellow student, by intellectual
dishonesty, obtained a better
grade than you. proves nothlnz.
2. Don't use the "buddy" system of studying as a substitute for
your own work. It may take less time, but you get just what
vou deserve - less training.
3. Don't use the memorizing of outside references such as hornbooks. law reviews, and the like as a substitute for your own
analys!s of cases. your analysis of your own notes, 'and your
analysis of outside references.
4. Don't believe anyone who says that he has an outline. a summary or a formula that makes a particular subject easy. These
can be useful aids in checking your own conclusions, but you
must do your own work.
The foregoinq advice is given as my opinion - it mav or mav
not be shared by other professors. Good luck and hard' work t~
all Loyola students."
JRD

DIGEST
themselves 'with the most explosive cases of ourtime. These lawyers courageously
accepted the
unpopular case, knowing all too
well that in so' doing they faced
a very real threat, a financial
loss, social ostracism and political
extinction.
There are so many examples
of the moral and mental courage
shown by lawyers in the defense
of the rights of the people that
to enumerate each case would fill
volumes.
The criminal trial lawyer 'renders services which cannot
be
lowered into the class of civil
litigation. To the criminal lawyer
life or liberty is the pawn: to
the civil trial lawyer the issue is
always the entries is the ledgers
of accountants.
It isn't too long ago that Judge
Charles W. Ficke appointed the
late Jack Hardy, a great criminal
lawyer,
who had entered
the
judge's court that morning
on
other business, to defend the infamous Barbara Graham.
Jack Hardy stopped everything
and went to work on the defense.
He spent m 0 nth s and much
money in the defense. He permitted his own business to stagnate. He later applied for a $5,000
fee and a grateful
community
paid him nothing. Today, at last,
a court may order lawyers' fees
paid when they are conscripted
for this service.
It is the defense lawyer - the
criminal trial lawyer - who day
in and day out labors to help
those against whom evidence has
been obtained illegally. They fight
against illegal and unreasonable
searches and seizures. They fight
to secure every right of the citizen
which is guaranteed
by amendments of the Constitution.
An accused person has a constitutional right to the services of
an attorney
and the criminal
lawyer is there to fulfill the obligation owed each person and to
make sure that these rights are
preserved.
If we would but stop and think
that before our Government was
created it was the custom of
authority to force a defendant .to
prove himself innocent instead of
it being the duty of the prosecution to prove his guilt to a moral
certainty and beyond a reasonable
doubt; this the criminal lawyer
enforces by his actions.
It is the criminal lawyer who
insists that the citizen be unmolested in the performance of
his duties and obligations.
It
is the criminal lawyer who has
made it possible for me to write
this article. ,Without
him, I
would have feared the consequences of an enraged authority.
It is the criminal lawyer who
stands g u a r d while from the
houses of worship come the words
of Deuteronomy - But as for thee,'
stand here by me, and I will speak
unto
thee
all
the
commendments .
that they may do
them ••.
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'My life In Court'
By Myron Fink
A courthouse is a place of enchantment
for Louis Nizer. He
recalls his visits as a boy to a
Supreme Court building and the
magic of its cool marble floors
high frescoed ceilings and brief~
cases that seemed endlessly
to
march down long corridors attached to the arms of lawyers.
Most wonderful of all were the
huge, dark ..green leather
doors
that led into' the courtrooms. To
the young
Nizer, these
were
never really
doors but mystic
and symbolic gates which inspired in him awe and reverence for the law. On top of each
door was an oval glass pane
through which one could peer
into the, courtroom. Standing
on
tip-toes with neck stretched
to
reach the window, the boy studied what must have seemed to
'him a pantomime being enacted
within. Every movement,
every
facial expression of judge, lawyer, witness, juryman, clerk, took
on
special
significance.
The
courtroom
became
for him
a
microcosm
with
m 0 r ethan
enough to challenge a man for
a lifetime.
Today Louis Nizer has become a master interpreter
of
that world and has become the
trial attorney
he dreamed of.
Courtroom doors now open before him and many
of his
cases are landmarks
in the
law. In "My Life in Court",
we too are privileqed to enter
the great green doors and to
join the author at the counsel
table. We listen to him tell
about
the "libel"
cases
of
Quentin
Reynolds
vs. West·
brook
Pegler;
the "War
of
the Roses", Billy vs. Eleanor;
the case of the plagiarized so,ng
"Rum and: Coeer-Cola"; Nazism
and "honor" in America; two
cases of "negligence"
and a
giant "proxy battle"
concerninq M. G. M. When we have
finished. we understand
why
Louis Nizer is a great trial
lawyer.
In a "Prologue"
to his book,
M:, Nizer has some perceptive'
things to say-all
of which are
amply illustrated
in the cases
that
follow .. Witnesses
do not
break down and confess after one
contradiction.
Westbrook
Pegler
under cross-examination
contradicted himself again and again
but never retracted anything
he
wrote. Real court drama,
Mr.
Nizer reminds us, is more gruesome because
a witness
will
undergo
incredible
torment
to
survive. True human experience
exceeds the patterned concept of
fiction.
The cases in this book il·
lustrate
also a technique em(Continued

on :Pa'ge 15)
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Outgoing Editors

Letters to the Editor

· .. the President and Mr. Salinger both wish you and the LOYOLA
DIGEST well in your new venture. - MISS E. CHRISTINE CAMP,
Executive Secretary of Pierre Salinger.
It was thoughtful of you to send me a copy of the Loyola Digest.
I am sure that the friends of Loyola University School of Law will
all find it as interesting as I have. It represents a splendid method
of binding together those who are interested in the growth and
development
of your University-EARL
WARREN, Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States .
.'.. I particularly
congratulate
you on the excellence of your
work ... both in form and contents the Loyola Digest somehow has
managed to be of the essence of the high character and inquiring
mind of the University whose good name it bears. The Loyola
Digest crosses the threshold of effort. You modestlv say it is a
humble beginning. In my view, regardless of what heights a Loyola
Law Review of the future may attain it will look back on its ancestry
with pride.-B.
REY SCHAUER, Associate Justice, Supreme Court of
California.
· .. The contents of your publication are interesting, well written
and extremely readable ...
I felicitate you upon the stvle of the
publication and the apparent policy which' underlies its news columns
- the courage to present controversial subjects. but careful at all
times to ooen your columns to a presentation of both sides of a disHumberto Garcia
Robert W. Ridley
puted sub iect - THOMAS P. WHITE, Associate' Justice, Supreme
Court of California.
Congratulations.
You have come up with a quality nroduct that
is a credit to yourselves and Loyola Law School. The treatment of
current issues and the presentation of 'guest' writers is an interesting
By L. L. B.
and informative
format. Will your 'Letters to the Editor' column
be
expanded
to
cover
views from readers concerning articles printed?
. Despite the fact that the title of this article reeks with political
Irnplications, the tenor thereof is non-political,
at least on the sur- - WM. G. COSKRAN, Office of Staff Judge' Advocate George AFB,
Calif.
face. Prefacing my remarks with this Caveat, I turn to the business
Ed. Yes, for instance ...
at hand which merely consists of a farewell to the present Editors
('f the Loyola Digest and a greeting to the new Editors. Those who
, .. I suppose I shouldn't be too surnrised to find omrnons Iike
are leaving, Editor in Chief Humberto Garcia and Executive Editor those expressed by Mr. Kenealy in 'Morituri Salutamus.' in the April
RObert Ridley, have requested that I mention a very few points issue. however, I am surprised that the Digest prints this type ot
Which they feel should be specifically covered.
material. ... I take issue with his view that boxing is 'a criminal
• First, they make special men- activity en a national scale carried on under the guise of sportmanship' ... Boxing has a glorious tradition datinz back to before
tion of the alumni. They wish
Homer's time ... - ATTY. ROBERT NASH, Los Angeles. Calif.
to express their thanks to the
• • alumni but they give no reason
· .. I am very impressed with your last issue of the Loyola Digest.
(Continued from Page 14)
I think it is rendering a fine service to the community. I hope you
-just
good form I suppose. Secwill continue the practice of permitting both sides of a controversial
Ployed by Mr. Nizer and all
ond, they have great praise for
issue to 'be publicized. - ATTY. PH ILL SILVER. Hollywood. Calif.
com pet e n t trial attorneys
the student
body. especially
called "a rule of probability."
· .. May I express my appreciation
to you for having placed me
the members of their own class.
The rule tells the attorney what
on your mailing list. I find the Digest to be something of value. Third, there is a request for a
facts to seek, leads him tOI witATTY. RAOUL D. MAGANA, Los Angeles, Calif.
special expression of gratitude
nesses
and
documents
not
to the Student Bar Association
known to exist and points out
for their counsel and assistance
'Iulnerable
areas in. a hostile
in helping the DIGEST through
Witness' testimony.
When. the
the
complexities
of Robert's
action or the dialogue is false,
Rules of Order.
a perceptive lawyer, like a ..dis.
HUMBERTO
GARCIA
cerning critic, reacts automati·
So much for the farewells. As
Editor in Chief
cally. Tliis is why it takes a to the greetings.
The incoming
ROB E R T W. RID 1. E Y
COnSiderable knowled.ge of hueditorial board will consist of (in
Executive Editor
man behavior
to succeed in alphabetical order) Carolyn Frlan,
trial work.
Tony Murray and Ernest Vargas.
ASSISTANTS TO THE EDITOR: Carolyn Frlan, Tony Murray, Ernest Vargas.
When you read this book, you Just what positions will be held
STAFF: Eve Cohen, Hazel P. Graynor. R. R. Hruby, Walte'r Klein. Ch,rles
McGrath, Aqnes Montalto, Douqlas Martin. Loren Mill", Tavev Sansense the brilliance
of the au- by these three worthy people is
filipo. James Schmiesing,
Robert Scuderi, Joseph
Steck, Marsha
thor, his enthusiasm
for the law, unknown'
at the present
time,
Courtney.
fiS drive to extraordinary
effort. since all appointments
are subCIR'CULATlON: Thomas Girard, Alex Jacinto.
f you were to ask Mr. Nizer ect to confirmation by person or
PHOTOGRAPHER:
David Rosner.
What the secret formula was, he persons unknown.
BURSAR: Morgan Wright
Would probably
tell you what
In a stirring
ceremony, the
Opinio'ns expressed in the Loyola Digest are those of the writers and
fe said to a graduating
class of
the outgoing Editors presented
do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Lovola Digest, the
taWyers back in 1954: "If I had
University,
the Law School or the Student
Bar Association.
the incoming staff with their
o state the formula for a young
symbols of office. a bottle of
laWyer's success, and you would
red ink, a roll of red tape and
rerrnit such an over-simplificaa package of "Censored" stick·
IOn. I would use the following
OF
ers unused. Much success.'
sYrnbols: W. Q. stands for work
qUotient; S. Q. stands for stamina
qUotient; I. Q. for intelligence
The longest hypothetical
ques~Uot.ient; S. for success. The for- tion on record was propounded to
by Attorney
\\' ula is, I. Q. plus S. Q. plus an expert witness
LEGAL
ADVERTISING
. Q.2 equals S.
Robert Morse of Boston in the
139 N. Broadway
Phone MAdison 8-4384 Los Angeles 12
famous Tuckerman
will contest,
i Note that the "work quotient"
5 Ohio Law Reporter 45.
....
--'
a sqUared.
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Debs -..

part of his customers and would Rights of private property can be
injure his business." The Supreme subjected to regulation of public
84
Court of Delaware held that, "a interest. The Supreme Court has
restaurant
keeper is not required
(Continued
on Page 8)
come a long way. It has prevent(Continued
from Page 12)
to serve any and all persons en- ed the use of the claim of bloodpansion
and adaptation
to the tering his place of business ... shed and t'he protection of life
on 2500 votes-all
of them farm
changing needs and circumstances
votes, or maybe a few from
and the discriminatory
act of the and limb as an excuse to violate
of a complex civilization, edvenc- restaurant
in refusing to serve constitutional
rights. In the case "small villages."
in.g under the influences of Iecrn- colored persons is not the act of of Cooper v. Aaron the Little Rock
Debs explained that the Boneling, discovery and invention." THE the state so as to fall within the
school board maintained that they li plan does not propose to take
LAW CANNOT STAND STILL. 14th Amendment."
The U.S. Su- could not perform their function
anything
away from the rural
With reassuring precedent to sub- preme Court reversed. It is of sig. unless they continued segregation
areas. It would only add ten
stantiate
the prediction that our nificant note that the Court did in education. The Supreme Court Senators-five
here and a total
Constitutional
law will continue not use the Shelley doctrine.
In- said "no excuse." In the Thornhill of "five in other metropolitan
to progress, the following are sub- stead a whole combination
of case, the proprietor of a business areas-to
give a slight bit more
mitted as the possible directions
factors was used to show that the called for help to protect his prop- representation
to urban c-enters.
that may be taken should the operation of the public restaurant
"Farmers
are prosperous
as
erty interest from the economic
"sit-in" problem be presented to by a private lessee was so thor- injuries of picketing. The Supreme well as most city dwellers, and
the Supreme Court.
oughly infused
with state par- Court held that the right of free we don't want undue power, we
Possible Courses
ticipation, state financial interest
speech is more significant
than just want a little reciprocity, as
The Commerce Clause of the U.S. (15 per cent of the total cost of property rights. The Court just we've always
supported
measConstitution
empowers the Con' the premises had been financed
won't allow violation of the 14th ures that would 'help the farmer,
gress to regulate interstate
corn- by state bonds and the revenue Amendment by ingenious suhter- but have been thwarted time and
merce. As known to all students
expedited
the payment
'Of the fuge. The "srt- in" cases most cer- again when we seek our just
of Constitutional
law, that power bonds), and state condonation of tainly involve conflicting inter- share of State funds," he conknows little bounds.
It can be discrimination
by the restaurant
ests. But that is not to say that cluded.
used to regulate the amount of owner that the private decision they have equal merit. We have
wheat
grown by a farmer
in to refuse service to Negroes in passed that point in our eonstituMontgomery
County, Ohio. This effect was "state action."
tional
history
where
property
being a valid Federal regulation
The method of the Burton case rights were absolute.
of interstate commerce even if"all is not novel. There is an estabLaw Will Not Stand Still
(Contini,ed
from Page 10)
of the wheat was for "home con- lished line of Supreme Court cases
The Justices
of the Supreme mits and which the needs of sosumption
and for the followin.g expounding the proposition that, Court do 'have their work cut out ciety demand at a given time. The
seeding." The Commerce Clause "when t,he state gets in the act in for them should the "sit-in" cases law is the means by w'hich these
'has already been effectively in- some substantial fashion then prf- reach that tribunal. The task to rules of conduct (ethics) are modvoked to prohibit segregation of vate action will be treated as state confront the Court involves the erated and enforced. At the founterminal restaurants involving in- action" (Smith v. Allwright, Marsh challenge of judgment, of draw- dation of all this is t'he realization
terstate buses.
The tendered ra- v, Alabama, Terry v. Adams).
ing lines, of weighing, balancing
that the business man is the drivtionale being that segregation
in
Burton is merely an extension of and distinguishing.
The solution ing force of the production and disterminal restaurants
puts undue the principle that private action will not be found in any algebraic
tribution of our material wealth;
burden on interstate
commerce. can blossom into state action. In formula.
A standard
depending
that the means which our FREE
Yes, the Commerce Clause could the cases which have held the on degree ,bas been proposed in society has employed has no peer.
be used. It could still be expanded
state responsible for private dis- the Burton case. It is expected
considerably.
However, such an crimination,
the state had some that such a standard will be npextension
in the "sit- in" cases special relationship
to the Iunc- plied to the "art-In" cases. And
would be an undue burden upon tion or activity Involved=-holdtng
concomitant to that standard the
the Commerce Clause.
elections, governing a town, leas- court must respond to 'what is
(Cont.inued from Parte In)
Another
direction
the Court ing a restaurant
which is part of happening throughout the" world. as a Whole; but this in itself does
might follow would be that sug- a public parking arrangement.
It Equality is in the air and the not give me the moral right to
gested by Justice Harlan's dissentis this special relation which im- Supreme Court cannot remain in- steal. Here is where the real dlfing opinion in the Civil Rights poses on the state the duty to sensitive to the atmosphere about ference lies between our Christian
Cases (and espoused by Mr. Jus- prevent the discrimination.
The it.
culture and communism: the con·
tice Douglas in the Garner case). latest
adaptation
of this new
With the great men of the Su- duct 'Of the communist is governed
He contended
that
the
14th method is reflected in Turner v. preme Court, Constitutional
law by expediency; our society recogAmendment empowered Congress Memphis
(82 S. Ct. 805, 1962). has always been statecraft.
Be- nizes that conduct should be gov·
to prevent race discrimination
in Burton was cited and applied.
cause the supremacy of those nine erned by basic rules of right and
respect to "the accommodations
Other Side Of The Coin
"jurists lies in their recognition of wrong. Should we discard this
and facilities of inns, public conEvery coin has two s:ides. It has the practical needs of the time, heritage,
our society would no
veyances,
and places of public been pointed out that, " ...
it is THE LAW WILL NOT STAND longer present an antithesis
to
amusement."
Emphatic
analogy interesting
to speculnte w,hether STILL!
atheistic communism.
was made to an inn at common forced nondiscriminatory
practices
law wherein the public nature of on the part of the private owners
the inn forbids the owner from would constitute a denial of propdiscriminating
against any person erty rights as to them." (62 West
Non-Profit
Org.
asking admission as a guest be- Virginia L. Rev. 171, 173, 1960).
U. S. POSTAGE
cause of race or color. Because It is undeniable
that there are
LOYOLA LA WSCHOOL
PAID
of the obvious
difficultie,s
of private property rights of the resLos Angeles,
Calif.
1137 South Grand Ave.
equating the 20th Century restau- taurant owners that warrant conPERMIT No. 22078
rant with the common law inn sideration.
But it is a different
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
this theory is not too likely to matter when a restaurateur
who
FORM
3547 REQUESTED
succeed in the "sit-In" cases.
opens to all, refuses entry to some
The Third Choice
on the basis of race. "The more
The third direction the Court an owner, for his advantage, opens
may take is the approach enun- up his property for use by the
ciated in Burton v. Wilmington public in general, tho more do his
Parking AuthOrity (365 U.S. 715, rig,bts become circumscribed by the
1961). In this case there was a constitutional
rights of those who
refusal to serve a Negro in a pri- use it." (Marsh v, Alabama, 326
vate Delaware
restaurant.
The U.S. 501, 506). The fact is that
statute invoked by the proprietor
"property rights" no longer have
provided that, "...
no keeper of absolute
meaning,
and calling
a restaurant
shall be obliged by something
a property right has
law to furnish refreshment
to a long ceased, ipso facto, to invoke
person whose reception
by him constitutional
protections and exwould be offensive to the major elude
governmental
regulation.
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